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DISCLAIMER STATEMENT (Revised 12/20/23)

This handbook has been prepared for the information and guidance of employees 
serving the role as a Highway Project Manager at the Nebraska Department of 
Transportation (NDOT).  It is intended to cover a basic outline and provide some ‘best 
practice’ suggestions for your consideration.  This is meant to serve as a supplement to 
existing manuals (Construction Manuals, Final Review Manual, etc.), illustrate 
processes and clarify expectations, not replace any existing manuals.  If the 
suggestions shown in this manual are not consistent with the standard procedures of 
your District, consult your supervisor for direction 

Some of the information will change from time to time since our policies are under 
constant review and are revised when appropriate. There is no guarantee, real or 
implied, that this manual covers every function of a Highway Project Manager. 

As part of our ongoing process, the procedures and other requirements are reviewed on 
a regular basis. If you have a suggestion that you think would provide value to this 
manual or have any questions send them to:  Kellie.Troxel@nebraska.gov 

PLEASE NOTE hyperlinks to NDOT network folders such as NDOT and FCAC forms, 
FCAC workbooks, standard letters, internal manuals, etc. can NOT be reached when 
viewing the PM Best Practice Guide on a web browser. This document must be 
downloaded onto a NDOT machine to access those links.
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Preface 
This is a live reference guide developed for use by employees serving in the role of a Highway 
Project Manager. The Guidance is provided in a checklist format which highlights project 
management responsibilities during different phases of a typical highway construction project.  
This manual references existing manuals (and their supplemental updates) and provides best 
practice tips shared by experienced Nebraska Department of Transportation (NDOT) Project 
Managers. Samples and examples are provided in the appendix and hyperlinked from the 
individual checklist items as frequently as possible in an effort to provide additional clarification. 

While assembling this manual, input was sought from current and former Project Managers 
statewide. Everyone brought with them a slightly different prospective and level of experience. 
Collectively, this manual hopes to provide a solid reference for all Project Managers. 

If the suggestions shown in this reference guide are not consistent with the standard procedures 
of your district, consult with your supervisor for direction. In an effort to keep this guide current, 
it will be reviewed and updated regularly. Revisions will be posted on the Project Management 
Resources Webpage: https://dot.nebraska.gov/business-center/pm/.  

Acronyms Used in This Manual 

AASHTO American Association of State and 
Highway Transportation Officials 

GPS Global Positioning System 

ACI American Concrete Institute IA Independent Assurance 

ATSSA American Traffic Safety Services 
Association 

M&R Materials and Research Division 

AUP Average Unit Price MRDL Materials Required Document List 

AWP AASHTOWare Project NOI Notice of Intent 

BTSD Business Technology Support 
Division 

OSHA Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration 

CO/SA Change Order/Supplemental 
Agreement 

PIH Plan-In-Hand 

DBE Disadvantaged Business Enterprises QA Quality Assurance 

DCE District Construction Engineer ROW Right of Way 

DE District Engineer RUG Report Utility Generator 

DEQ Department of Environmental Quality SSHC Standard Specifications for Highway 
Construction 

DWR Daily Work Report SWPPP Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan 

EEO Equal Employment Opportunity TCM Traffic Control Manager 

ECOD Environmental Compliance Oversight 
Database 

T&E Threaten and Endangered Species 

FHWA Federal Highway Administration USACE United States Army Corps of Engineers 

FCAC Field Computer Application 
Committee 

VEP Value Engineering Proposal 

https://dot.nebraska.gov/business-center/pm/
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General Topics 
 
Your Role as a Project Manager 
 
Your role as a Project Manager is formally defined by Subsection 101.0366 of the Standard 
Specifications for Highway Construction (SSHC), 2017 Edition and Section 101.08 of the 2019 
Construction Manual. Primarily, you are responsible for assuring that the Contractor performs the 
work as planned and that sufficient documentation to justify payments is kept. Project Managers 
are leaders who exhibit diligence, knowledge, and integrity which are critically important in 
carrying out the work of planners and designers and provide guidance to their staff. 
 
In order to fulfill these duties, good communication skills are essential. It is necessary to know 
the appropriate channels of communication involved while serving in this role. It’s helpful to 
provide all the project details (control number, project number, etc.) in any communications. 
Provided below is a basic flowchart representing the typical lines of communication expected for 
all Project Managers. 

 

https://dot.nebraska.gov/media/g4qp4y0d/2017-specbook.pdf
https://dot.nebraska.gov/media/10343/2017-specbook.pdf
https://dot.nebraska.gov/business-center/contractor/construction-manual/
https://dot.nebraska.gov/business-center/contractor/construction-manual/
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As shown on the flowchart, the Project Manager serves as the primary contact for project 
communications between NDOT and external project stakeholders (Prime Contractor, Cities, 
Utilities, Public Citizens, etc.). 
 

Internal Project Communication 
 
The Project Manager will consult the appropriate NDOT employees necessary to coordinate day-
to-day activities, e.g., the coordination of specific testing personnel to complete specialty testing 
for the project.  
 
If a situation arises where the Project Manager needs to consult additional resources to make a 
decision, the District Administration must be consulted first. The next source of support for the 
District Administration should be the Construction Division. If needed, the Construction Division 
will coordinate with additional central complex representatives or external regulatory agencies 
(FHWA, Fish and Wildlife, etc.) 
 
Exceptions can be identified in the contract special provisions. 
 
External Project Communication 
 
As shown on the flowchart, it is important that the Prime Contractor’s representative serve as the 
Project Manager’s main contact for project communications. The Prime Contractor is responsible 
for all coordination with subcontractors and manufacturers to ensure compliance with the terms 
of their contracts. It is not the NDOT Project Manager’s responsibility to direct the everyday 
activities of the prime or subcontractors, and they should not do so.   
 
It may be necessary for the Project Manager to work with the Prime Contractor to establish 
expected lines of communications when communication between the NDOT Project Manager and 
subcontractor is warranted. 
 
There are times when it is necessary to contact a subcontractor directly. However, the Prime 
Contractor should be informed of the contact and resulting actions e.g., when the signing 
subcontractor is also the Traffic Control Manager and you receive a call from Law Enforcement 
that there are RPDs blowing across the highway. You would call the TCM directly to resolve the 
issue but also inform the Prime Contractor. 
 
Commonly, project issues that would require input from sources other than the Project Manager 
and the Prime Contractor will carry some sort of timeframe in which an answer is desired.  
Therefore, it is imperative that you act promptly to resolve the matter. This means that the project 
personnel and the Prime Contractor must be able to contact you when the need arises.  If you are 
not going to be available, make sure everyone involved knows who the alternate point of contact 
is. 
 
If there is going to be a delay in obtaining a decision on an issue, stay proactive in the process.  
Keep in regular contact with the involved parties and do your best to assist in the process. This is 
especially important if the issue is nearing a “need to know” deadline. 
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In every form of conflict resolution, which most project issues turn out to be, it is important that 
you remain professional, honest, and upfront. There is an answer to every question; and 
sometimes the answer is going to be “no”.  Don’t take a decision personally; you may not know 
all of the supporting information used to make the decision. 

Follow up conversations in a written format (email, or letter). It may take a little time, but too often, 
key players rely on their memory, which can lead to misunderstanding.  Misunderstandings lead 
to disagreements which often lead to delays, rework, and claims. Communication is the most 
effective method of claims avoidance. Keeping detailed notes and writing things down or taking 
photos as they happen to look back on can be helpful. 

Everyone makes mistakes here and there. Don’t cover up your mistakes. Admit that you could 
have done better and assist in the resolution and move on. 

The Contractor’s basic requirement is satisfactory performance of the work and fulfillment of all 
other terms of the contract. Contractors expect fair and just treatment from the Department 
during the fulfillment of their part of the contract. This includes: cooperation from the 
Department in their efforts to perform the work, prompt payments for work that is satisfactorily 
performed, avoidance of undue delays to the Contractor, returning phone calls, and answering 
any communication in a timely manner. The Department should always strive to maintain a 
businesslike relationship of mutual cooperation. 

The Department openly wishes and strives for a “partnering” atmosphere between all parties. It 
is absolutely imperative that the Department treat all parties honestly, with respect, and in an 
approachable manner even when it seems that the other party is not reciprocating. The 
Department’s project personnel are expected to be proactive and as helpful as possible to all 
parties without expending unnecessary resources and without violating NDOT rules. 

Being decisive in contract administration requires a thorough knowledge and understanding of 
the Standard Specifications, project plans, and Project Special Provisions. Prompt and informed 
decisions are imperative to a successful project. 

Plan In Hand – Project Manager Expectations 

• Some Districts do not send PMs on PIH, but for those that do find it is helpful to gain
background knowledge of the project.

• Review Scope of work and Prelim Plans prior to the PIH, if possible.  PIH plans should be
available in OnBase.  The Designer may bring a few extra hard copies of plans to the PIH.

• Get to know the designer (either face to face or virtual).

• Discuss, with the DE/DCEs, what their expectations of the project are.
o This can include any unique circumstances that they may be aware of, or wish to

have included, in the plan set.

• Check up with Maintenance for any issues that have been occurring on the project.
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• Discuss constructability issues with Design staff, (phasing, access to properties, etc.)
o Communicate to the designer where the trouble areas are on the project. Make

sure that the PM or others have input and can follow what is discussed.

• Follow up with the DCE when the FINAL Design (aka NDOT RD 5500 Plans) plans come
out and review issues were discussed at the plan-in-hand.  (It is too late for changes when
the PS&E plans come out.  There is a clarity task for District Review at each of the project
milestones.)

o Ask additional questions, 3 months prior to letting, if the PM hasn’t received word
on the issue addressed at the Plan in Hand.

• Conversations happen in the front of the van that cannot be heard in the back of the van,
so ensure that you can hear all important conversations.

• Take notes on the plan set during discussions.  Relay any notes back to Design within a
week, via your District Project Delivery Engineer (Super-Team), to make sure they are
incorporated into the PIH record

https://dotspot.nebraska.gov/teams/super-team/super-team/
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PMBP - 1           

  After Project is assigned to Project Manager, determine location of all material 
pertinent to construction phase of the project.  The majority of this information will be 
housed in OnBase, however some utility and local agreement may still be in hardcopy 
form in the District file.  Your District Project Delivery Engineer (Super-Team) may be 
your best help in locating this information.   

 
 

EXAMPLE 
 

OnBase may contain some of the following: 
Any Plan-in-Hand Notes, Minutes of any meetings dealing with the project, ROW Contracts 
(Call reports, land owner correspondence, etc.), Condemnation documents, Utility Contracts, 
Local Agreements, Correspondence, Quantity Breakdowns, Pre-Construction Horse-blankets, 
etc. 
 

 
PMBP - 2           

  PM will receive an email when contract is active in AASHTOWare Project (AWP). If 
conversations or activities by others (i.e. bird netting, tree topping, etc.) happen prior to 
the project being activated in AWP, it’s a good idea to record them in a Microsoft Word 
document until they can be entered in AWP. 

 
 

BEST PRACTICE TIP 
 

Since the ‘NDOT DIST Media Content’ area in OnBase is not accessible until the contract has 
been activated, a similar method should be used for any photos or videos until the OnBase 
area is available.  

 
 
PMBP – 3      
 
  Assess inspection staffing needs for your project with your District administration to 

determine if adjustment to staff is necessary.   

 

Pre-Construction Pre-Con Meeting Active Construction Finals Process

https://dotspot.nebraska.gov/teams/super-team/super-team/
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BEST PRACTICE TIP 

 
Forecast the project staffing needs i.e. # of inspectors and required training.  [See Bullet 
PMBP - 22 in this Manual] and communicate back to the DCE.  This will assist in 
coordinating inspection roles on the project (Group1, 2, etc...) 

 
 
PMBP - 4     

  Check the age and type of the prelim survey.  Talk to the District Survey Coordinator for 
assistance in determining the age and accuracy of the surveys. 

 
BEST PRACTICE TIP 

 
Never assume the original survey is 100% accurate, depending on the type and age of the 
preliminary survey, it may be necessary to do additional verification of elevations and 
alignments to forecast possible issues 
Check the project for any changes in condition that may have occurred since the preliminary 
survey. (Soil that a farmer may have borrowed, stockpiled materials that may not be present, 
etc.) 

 
 
PMBP - 5     

 Ensure all control points, benches and monuments are located and control point data is 
verified. If needed have additional control points placed.  Verify that Datum used matches 
the previous and/or adjacent projects.  

 
BEST PRACTICE TIP 

 
Project Plan “F” Sheets show all the control points. Look in OnBase at “NDOT PD Control 
Point - Tie Sheets” for control point description sheets; compare to ‘F-Sheets’ to make sure 
they are right.  Have a level loop run to ensure that the elevation benches tie together. 

This should be done as soon as possible in case issues are found. 

 

PMBP - 6    

  Verify Project alignment, stationing, and offsets (dependent on project scope).  Some 
Districts establish center line with redheads on all projects. 
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PMBP - 7     

  Along with your inspectors, review plans and special provisions (both found on Bid 
Express or in OnBase under NDOT CNST Contracts and NDOT HWY Letting), As-Builts 
(‘NDOT HWY As Built’ in OnBase), pre-letting questions (Bid Express) and all other 
applicable documents for potential difficulties. 

 
  Look for obvious quantity errors, phasing conflicts, constructability issues, omissions, 

wetland conflicts, etc. 
 

Discuss with your DCE how they want you to communicate findings back to the 
designer, typically forwarding through the DCE or District Project Coordinator (Super-
Team) District Construction Engineers also have access to an OneNote file for 
documenting plan errors.  
  

<< See Example PMBP - 7A in the Appendix >> 
 

 
 BEST PRACTICE TIP 

 
Prior to the letting, NDOT RD 5500 Plans can be found in OnBase, you can get a jump on 
reviewing the plans by looking at the Final Design Plans. 
 
Highlight key words in the Special Provisions to identify required timelines and 
responsibilities.  Consider using different colors to highlight instances where “Contractor”, or 
“NDOT” are listed in the special provisions, another color can be used to highlight actions 
such as “shall”, “will”, and “must” and yet another color for words like ‘may”, “submit”, and 
“prior”. In general, “shall” and “should” indicate a Contractor action “will” and “may” indicate 
Nebraska Department of Transportation (NDOT) actions in the Standard and Special 
Provisions  
 

<< See Example PMBP - 7 in the Appendix >> 
 
Note:  Identify any possible conflicts between the commitments listed in the “Green Sheets” 
and the construction of the project (required phasing, special prosecution, and progress, 
etc.).  Communicate these issues to the correct individuals and ask for input for the Pre-
Construction Meeting. 

 
 
 
 

https://www.bidx.com/ne/lettings
https://www.bidx.com/ne/lettings
https://dotspot.nebraska.gov/teams/super-team/super-team/
https://dotspot.nebraska.gov/teams/super-team/super-team/
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PMBP - 8     

  Review ROW plans and ROW contracts for special considerations, agreements, or 
issues, if applicable. 

 
 

BEST PRACTICE TIP 
 

Check ROW call reports to ensure ROW negotiation commitments are included in the contract 
documents.   
 
The Call reports can be found in OnBase at ‘NDOT ROW Negotiations Payment Packet’.  
Occasionally, Call reports are missing from OnBase; if so, contact ROW Division. 
 
Pay close attention to special locations such as delineated Wetlands (“E” Sheets) 

 
 
PMBP - 9     

  Stake Old/New R.O.W., Permanent and Temporary Easements  

 
BEST PRACTICE TIP 

 
While staking the project, check for utility facilities that are not shown on the plans. Call “One 
Call” (811), if necessary, to identify the owner. 
 
Depending on the ROW it could be a good idea to contact landowners first before staking. 
 
Check for ROW possible encroachments. I.e., ROW stake beyond an existing fence line where 
no new ROW exists.   
 
Stake the ROW during negotiations if possible, so landowner knows new property limits 
before moving their fences, equipment, etc. 
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PMBP - 10     

  Verify the location, size, and elevations of any structures, objects or existing 
pavements that may be required for the construction of the project. Complete culvert 
and channel cross-sections as necessary. 

BEST PRACTICE TIP 

 Inspectors should actually measure the size of these culverts and identify the type in the field, 
do not “eyeball it”.  

This information should be marked in the As-Builts and addressed on the culvert order list”. 
 
While verifying structures, check for utility facilities that are not shown on the plans.  Call 
One Call (811) if necessary to identify the owner. 
 
If you are tying into an existing pavement, have enough profile shots taken to assure that the 
new construction will blend into the existing without issue. 
 
Check current and future clearance of structures over roadways and railroads for what is 
shown in the plans. 
 
If your Project includes a pay item for Contractor Staking, NDOT personnel will still be 
responsible to complete the work of verifying the culvert data. 

 
 
PMBP - 11     

  Drive through the project with the Maintenance Personnel assigned to that area to see 
if there are any issues that may need to be addressed during the construction of the 
project. 

 
BEST PRACTICE TIP 

 
If the type of work warrants (grading, shoulder work, sign placement, etc.), ask maintenance 
to mow the project before construction begins. 
 
Video tape the project before construction starts to document any possible issues that may 
come up, during the life of the project.  
 
This is helpful for determining existing location of signs, seeding establishment at end of 
project, existing wetlands, pre-existing conditions of adjacent properties, existing pavement 
conditions, drainage areas, etc.…. 
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PMBP - 12     

 If a signing plan is needed, verify the existing signs on the project site are logged in 
preparation for the sign plan.  PathWeb is a tool you can use for this.  
 
 

BEST PRACTICE TIP 
 

Check with Traffic Engineering and the area Maintenance Superintendent to see if the 
construction will create a need for a new permanent sign plan. (This needs to be created for 
NDOT Maintenance’s use prior to the completion of the project.)  [See Bullet Point 93 in this 
Manual] 

 
 
PMBP - 13   

 If your project requires a detour, notify Maintenance so they can prepare the signing. The 
Contract may call for the Contractor to install, maintain, and remove all signs and devices 
for detour routes but signs are provided by the NDOT per standard practice for project 
signing. Detour route signing plan will be provided by the NDOT at the preconstruction 
conference. 

 
PMBP - 14     

  Determine if Communication Division will require any additional public outreach prior to 
project start.  

  << See Example PMBP -14 in the Appendix >> 
 
 

BEST PRACTICE TIP 
 

The Lincoln Communication Division will work with the PM to create any public 
correspondence necessary to keep the public informed about the project. 
For urban projects with high public impact, discuss with your DCE the need to have a public 
meeting after the pre‐con to discuss the project.  Also consider having these before major 
events during the life of the project. 
 

 
PMBP - 15     

  If needed, send Press Release through District Coordinator.  

  << See Example PMBP – 15 in the Appendix >> 

https://pathweb.pathwayservices.com/ne/
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PMBP - 16     

  Upload applicable documents into appropriate document type in OnBase.  As a general 
rule, any document you create as a PM, or receive from outside the Department, you 
need to upload into OnBase.  

 
   (See APPENDIX page 150 -156 for Suggested OnBase Location) 
 
 

BEST PRACTICE TIP 
 

When corresponding via email or letter about the project, be sure to reference the project 
number and control number to make referencing in the future easier. 
 
When you upload documents into OnBase, make sure to include a Global Description so you 
can differentiate documents at a later date. 
 
Most PM do not upload all emails into OnBase since they are achieved in Outlook.  However, 
emails regarding CO documentation, decisions made, approvals and rejections, etc. should 
typically be converted to PDF to easily open in OnBase and uploaded. 
 

  
PMBP - 17    

 Check with your DCE/DOMM for other projects in the area and confirm the need for any 
coordination between projects.  A useful resource to look at active project in the area is our 
GIS website. 

 << See Example PMBP – 17 in the Appendix >> 
 

BEST PRACTICE TIP 
 

Also check with other PMs whose projects are using the same contractor in your District to 
validate if the contractor’s submitted schedule is consistent with the other work they have. A 
report generator showing what active projects each contractor has can be found at this link. 
 
Some Districts create maps of all active projects, including planned maintenance work in the 
District. 

https://gis.ne.gov/portal/apps/sites/#/dot
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PMBP - 18    

  Prepare Traffic Control Plan (TCP) using MicroStation, save it into ProjectWise  

  (PWNDOT/Documents/District/Control number/District/Traffic Control Plans).  
 

Send a PDF or link of the TCP to the appropriate Traffic Engineer for review: 
   Kevin Wray for District 1, 2, 3, & 4 
   Kelvin Arent for District 5, 6, 7, & 8 
 
  Once reviewed by the Traffic Engineer, the District Construction engineer (or 

appointee) will stamp and sign.  
 
  Provide signed copy to Contractor before the Pre-Construction Meeting, if possible, 

and as necessary throughout the life of the project.  Upload a copy of the signed TCP 
into OnBase. 

 
  << See Example PMBP - 18 in the Appendix >> 
   

PMBP - 19    

  Create a list of signs necessary for the project and check against District inventory. 
Create a Sign Order List for additional signs that are not in District inventory.  

  Have personnel in the District in charge of the sign order list email to (NDOT Traffic Sign 
Orders).  

 
<< See Example PMBP - 19 in the Appendix >> 
 

 
BEST PRACTICE TIP 

 
Depending on the number and type of signs required, make sure to allow for enough lead 
time to (Generally 4-6 weeks) assure signs will be available prior to their need. 
 
Check with the other yards in your district before ordering signs. 

 
 
PMBP - 20     

  Once your project has been activated in AASHTOWARE Project (AWP), authorize your 
inspection staff with the proper authority to the project.  For information on AWP, see 
the help files on the NDOT website under Business Center. 

 << See Example PMBP - 20 in the Appendix >> 

mailto:kevin.wray@nebraska.gov?subject=Traffic%20Control%20Plan
mailto:kelvin.arendt@nebraska.gov?subject=Traffic%20Control%20Plan
mailto:trafficsignorders@nebraska.gov
mailto:trafficsignorders@nebraska.gov
https://dot.nebraska.gov/business-center/getting-started/construction/
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PMBP - 21  

  PDU automatically makes As-Built files when they get the Awarded and Rejected 
Announcement. Check files and reach out to the Designer if any are missing or files 
have errors. You may need to ask for updated files if changes are made, such as a 
revision, during the project.  (See Bullet 118 in this Manual) 

 
PMBP - 22    

  P.M. distributes copies to inspection personnel for the project specific Materials 
Required Document List (MRDL), in OnBase.  

  (See the Materials Sampling Guide, and M&R Guidance Page for more detailed 
information about how to use the MRDL, the Project Sampling Checklist (NDOT reporting 
portal), and documenting material requirement compliance.)  

  
  << See Example PMBP - 22 in the Appendix >> 
 
 

BEST PRACTICE TIP 
 

Use the MRDL contacts list to determine the lab or section to send records to. Typically 
included on the MRDL contact list is a contact phone number that will connect you with 
someone if there are questions. 
 
Remember that the M-RDL is based on contract items and quantities.  Should you add items 
or deviate from plan quantities, additional samples may be required. 
 
A detailed review of the project material sampling will be done during the finals process and 
may require additional information at that time. 

 
 
PMBP - 23     

  Verify that technicians, venders, suppliers and manufacturers qualifications and 
certifications are current. District QA personnel will come out early in the project to 
verify people are certified. Sampling qualifications report has individual IAs. 

 
 

BEST PRACTICE TIP 
 

            -- On next page -- 

https://dot.nebraska.gov/business-center/materials/sampling-guide/
https://dot.nebraska.gov/business-center/materials/mat-manage-guidance/
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BEST PRACTICE TIP 

 
Use the NDOT Report Portal to see if concrete plants, asphalt plants, etc. certifications are 
current.  See Section 28 of the Materials Sampling Guide to see the technician material and 
sampling certification requirements, temporary certification requirements, etc.  If a 
sampler/tester is not certified, but needs to be, contact the QA manager for assistance. 
 
If concrete plant or temporary plant is not certified, contact the NDOT PCC Engineer 
immediately. 
 
NDOT Reporting Portal can be used to check on inspector’s certifications. 
Flagger Certification and Assistant Traffic Control Manager Certifications are now available 
on the NDOT web site – Contractors Corner – Highway, Bridge & Local Projects Lettings – 
scroll down to the bottom of the page. 
    
 << See Example PMBP - 23 in the Appendix >> 
 

 
 
PMBP - 24    

  Delegate all applicable office work, field work, and materials management to your 
inspection team. 

 
EXAMPLE 

 
Payrolls, Traffic Control Manager Reports, Training Reports, Daily Pavement Laid Reports, 
Material Certifications, Inspection responsibilities, etc. 

 
 

BEST PRACTICE TIP 
 

Consider switching up inspection duties from project to project to help develop your 
Construction Techs in various aspects of construction inspection.  Make sure your inspector 
has the applicable inspection certifications before assigning duties.  (See PMBP - 23 in this 
manual) 

http://ndot_portal/Reports/report/AASHTOWare_Project/User_Role_Report_Access/All_Access/Materials/Ready%20Mix%20Plant%20Certifications
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PMBP - 25    

  Create (copy) all Pertinent FCAC Forms, FCAC Spreadsheets and FCAC Workbooks 
from the FCAC Central File & setup for your project. 

[FCAC Forms]   [NDOT Forms] 
 
[FCAC Spreadsheets] [FCAC Workbooks] 

   
  Note: Most forms are generic and won’t always fit correctly in every situation. 
 
  If there are forms that you will be using repeatedly, place your project information into 

a reference copy and replicate, as needed. Verify you update these reference copies 
when the master forms are updated to ensure you are using the most recent files. 

 

PMBP - 26     

  Prepare culvert list and transmit to Contractor. Provide this prior to the Pre-
Construction Meeting (Pre-Con), if possible 

 << See Example PMBP - 26 in the Appendix >> 
 
 

BEST PRACTICE TIP 
 

Create a separate list for each Groups pipe, including Driveway pipes. 
 
Use this same procedure for ordering R.O.W. Markers, Seeding, etc. 
 
See Best Practice Tip under PMBP-10.   

 
 
PMBP - 27    

  Ensure that the County Surveyor has been notified about work that may impact section 
corners.  Each District has a different policy on this.  Typically the District Survey 
Coordinator will do this, but Districts 8 and 5 have different policy   

 
 
 
 

file://stndotdmznas01.stone.ne.gov/dotdmzdata0$/NDOTAPP/FCAC
file://DOTFS/Public/DOTForms
file://stndotdmznas01.stone.ne.gov/dotdmzdata0$/NDOTAPP/FCAC
file://stndotdmznas01.stone.ne.gov/dotdmzdata0$/NDOTAPP/FCAC
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PMBP - 28    

  Communicate with Contractor to see what they may need from NDOT to start 
construction prior to Pre-Con. (I.e., surveying, large tree count, ROW staking, borrow pit 
x-sections, environmental work, netting etc.). Typically, if it involves developing a 
quantity it’s the NDOTs responsibility to provide. Review items that may be the 
Contractors responsibility. Consult District environmental personnel for input on 
required environmental commitments on any of the above. 

 
 
PMBP - 29    

 Review project for utility needs. 

If your project has lighting or Information Technology Services (ITS) that requires new 
electrical service, contract the utilities early in the project.   

Review project plans for K-Sheets (utility rehabilitation sheets). If available, review K-
Sheets and contact your Utility Coordinator if you have any questions or if a utility could 
conflict with the project but was not identified. Review Special Provisions for possible 
Utility Specific Pre-Construction Meeting (See PMBP-33) and Utility Communication & 
Coordination Plan. Find Utility Resources and contact information on our website under 
Business Center: Utilities. 

 
PMBP - 30      

 Verify any possible staking for structures is completed prior to the start.  (See section 
1300 of the Construction Manual for further guidance on staking) 

 
PMBP - 31   

 Verify earthwork stakes (slope stakes) are installed, if possible (clearing and grubbing 
not complete).  

 
BEST PRACTICE TIP 

 
Look on OnBase (NDOT RD Construction Slope Stake) to see if slope stake information is 
there, if not contact the roadway designer. 
 
Electronic models are being provided on more projects, check if a model is available and if 
the Contractor wants to use machine grading instead of traditional staking. 

https://dot.nebraska.gov/business-center/utilities/
https://dot.nebraska.gov/business-center/contractor/construction-manual/
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PMBP - 32   

  Verify that all necessary earthwork cross-sections have been taken for any areas 
where volume calculations are needed (when the pay item is a measure quantity, not 
an established quantity), during the construction phase.  (i.e., Excavation, or Excavation 
Borrow, See Section 205.05 of the SSHC, for the Basis of Payments) 

 
 

BEST PRACTICE TIP 
 

Remember, even if you have the item “Construction Staking” on your project, borrow pit 
cross-sections are still done by NDOT personnel.   
 
Keep in mind that intermediate cross-sections may be necessary throughout the life of the 
project.  One borrow site may be serving multiple pay items or projects. 
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PMBP – 34  

 
 

    
 
PMBP – 33   

  A Utility Specific Pre-Construction Meeting may be required, schedule that meeting 
with the DCE, Contractor, utility companies, and NDOT Utility Coordinator as soon as 
practical after the execution of the contract. 

 
BEST PRACTICE TIP 

 
Include a WebEx teleconference option on your meeting invite to increase participation. 
 
Topics of Discussion include utility and contractor contact information, the Department’s 
Construction Project Communication and Decision Guide, the Contractor’s preliminary 
progress schedule that shows the critical path, schedules and status of utility relocations, 
and possible delays. 
 
After meeting and prior to the preconstruction conference the Contractor should submit their 
plan for utilities for review and acceptance. The Utility Communication and Coordination 
Plan should have a level of detail that reflects the complexity of the project. 
 
 
 

 

  Schedule a Pre-Construction Meeting with DCE and Contractor.   
  Notify Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Field Engineer (if applicable) of 

scheduled date.  Assure that all “Key Personnel” can attend the chosen date. 
 
 

BEST PRACTICE TIP 
 

Generally held about 2 weeks to 2 months prior to start of project, but this can be adjusted 
based on size/complexity of project. There are lots of Pre-Con’s happening in the spring, 
scheduling 2 months out can make it easier to schedule, but the contractor will be less 
prepared. Typically, will have communication with Contractor before the Pre-con meeting.  
 
Remember to reserve your meeting room once the date and time have been set.   
If pre-con attendees have to travel some distance, avoid early morning or late afternoon pre-
cons. 
 
 Include a WebEx teleconference option on your meeting invite to increase participation. 

Pre-Construction Pre-Con Meeting Active Construction Finals Process
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PMBP - 35 

Send Pre-Construction Meeting Invitations. 
Project Manager (PM) should use the language found in FCAC form “letter-
Preconstruction invite”.  
Email the meeting request to the Prime Contractor (let them invite their Sub-
Contractors), Local Governments, Railroad, Law Enforcement, Fire & Rescue, Air Force 
(D-5), Utilities and any Other Parties.  Be sure to include the meeting time, date, and 
location (include Mountain or Central Time Zone).  

BEST PRACTICE TIP 

NDOT personnel to consider include: DOMM, DCE, Design, Materials & Research (M&R), 
Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) Office, Roadside Development, Environmental Project 
Manager, District Quality Assurance (QA) personnel, Area Maintenance Superintendent, 
District Environmental personnel, District Utility Coordinator, Bridge, District Project Delivery 
Engineer, Highway Environmental Program Manager (Super-Team). This will be based on the 
complexity of the project.  

Use Microsoft Outlook to invite NDOT personnel. By using “new meeting request”, the 
meeting will be automatically added to the calendar of those accepting the meeting request. 
This will also work for any individual which you have an email address for. 

Contact the NDOT personnel listed in the “Green Sheets” to verify contact person and ask 
them to attend the Pre-Con to address specific environmental issues such as Section 6(f) 
and/ or Section 4(f) resource areas (detailed as "Do Not Distrub" in the construction plans) 
on your project. 

PMBP - 36 

Develop Pre-Construction Meeting Agenda. 

BEST PRACTICE TIP 

Pre-Con Agenda: 
Seek input from Contractor about agenda topics before finalizing pre-con agenda. 
Communicate expected agenda items and questions before the meeting, if possible, it’s 
helpful to get the schedule prior to the meeting. 

–Continued on next page—

file://stndotdmznas01.stone.ne.gov/dotdmzdata0$/NDOTAPP/FCAC/Forms
file://stndotdmznas01.stone.ne.gov/dotdmzdata0$/NDOTAPP/FCAC/Forms
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BEST PRACTICE TIP (Cont’d) 

 
Depending on the scope and complexity, consider scheduling a separate meeting with 
Environmental, traffic, first responders, or any other major stakeholders that are impacted. 
Include Prime in all pre-cons, and they need to make sure the right subs are there. 
 
Consider putting Utilities, or any other party that may not need to attend the entire meeting, 
early in the agenda, so that they can depart after discussion. 
 
Ask Contractor to go over schedule and phasing and identify possible conflicts while Utilities 
are present if a separate utility meeting was not held. 
 
If needed, conduct a dry run Pre-Con meeting to become more comfortable with presenting 
the information included in the agenda.  
Include anticipated NDOT chain of command in meeting minutes. Go over dispute resolution 
procedure at meeting. 

 
Pre-Con Topics: 
Use your Special Provisions as a guide when developing your agenda. Any clause that 
amends, voids, or supersedes a standard specification should be addressed.  
 
Remember that every section in the Special Provisions is there to address specific issues and 
going over them before work starts could avoid conflicts later on. 
 
Address any potential conflicts discovered during your plan review. 
 
Prior to the Pre-Con, identify any possible conflicts between the commitments listed in the 
“Green Sheets” and the construction of the project (required phasing, special prosecution, 
and progress, etc.).  Communicate these issues to the correct individuals. 
 
Generally, SWPPP requirements are more static and consistent from project to project.   
(Historical finds, borrow pits, etc.…) 

 
 
PMBP – 37   

  Email the Contractor a draft of the pre-con agenda for review and comment.  Make 
sure the Prime has time on agenda to explain their schedule.   

  
  << See Example PMBP - 36 in the Appendix >> 
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PMBP – 38   

  Send the Contractor a list of required documents to be submitted at the 
Pre-Construction Meeting (can also be sent with draft agenda). 

 
  << See Example PMBP – 37 in the Appendix >> 
 
 

BEST PRACTICE TIP 
 

While reviewing the Special Provisions and Plans, make notes as to what documents and 
associated timelines are required. Don’t forget to include those documents required by the 
Standard Specifications.  
 
On a project where the electronic model was not provided as part of bid documents, ask the 
Contractor if they are planning on using Automated Machine Guidance. If so, and they would 
like any electronic information, they will have to submit the request in writing.  PM should 
send request on to Final Review section in Construct Division. 
 
Remind the Contractor that their ‘Erosion Control Plan” must include how they plan to address 
any potential erosion issues. (Standard Specifications for Highway Construction (SSHC) 
201.01.) 
 
A “Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) Discharge Number” shall be included for all 
sites that are not within the project ROW. A DEQ number will be part of the borrow pit 
approval. 

 
 
PMBP - 39    

  Prepare Pre-Construction Meeting Sign-In.  Use the FCAC standard form.  
 
  Make sure to include any participants that are attending via Webex: screen shot the 

attendants, make note as they join, etc. Those without a name on the Webex ask for it 
and record that as well. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

file://stndotdmznas01.stone.ne.gov/dotdmzdata0$/NDOTAPP/FCAC/Forms
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PMBP - 40   

  Pre-construction Meeting Recording 
 
 

BEST PRACTICE TIP 
 

Record meeting to assist with documentation of the meeting. Assign an NDOT staff member 
other than the PM to take meeting minutes if possible.  Make sure everyone at the meeting is 
aware the meeting is being recorded. 
 
Instruct attendees to introduce themselves prior to speaking, the meeting facilitator should repeat 
all questions before permitting them to be answered.  
 
Ask the meeting attendees to refrain from having side conversations.  
 
Establish a chain of command for NDOT and Prime Contractor to address conflict resolution.  
Add Prime Contractor’s chain of command in meeting minutes.  NDOT chain of command 
should already be included in the agenda. 
 

  << See Example PMBP - 45 in the Appendix >> 
 
Discuss the need for any special planning meetings such as Pre-Pour Meeting, Pre-Traffic 
Shift Meeting, etc.  

 
 
 
PMBP – 41    

  At Pre-Con, discuss need for weekly partnering meetings on job.  When the size or 
complexity of the project justifies, establish frequency, time, and location for regularly 
scheduled Planning meetings.   See Section 113 of the 2017 SSHC 

 
 
PMBP – 42   

  At Pre-Con, make sure the contractor knows there must be a supervisor on the project 
at all times, or at least reasonably close by.  If prime is off project, need an email 
indicating who is in charge.  See Section 105.05, Para 3 of the 2017 SSHC 
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PMBP - 43     

  At Pre-Con, provide Contractor with, and review the Materials Required Documents List 
(MRDL), and AWP Sampling Checklist.  MRDL is in OnBase, additional copies can be 
obtained from Andi Clark in M&R. Documents are also automatically emailed out after 
project is awarded. 

 
  << See Example PMBP - 22 in the Appendix >> 
 
 
PMBP - 44    

  Discuss Preliminary list of Change Order/Supplemental Agreement's (CO/SA) or Value 
Engineering Proposal’s (VEP) 

 
 

BEST PRACTICE TIP 
 

While reviewing the Special Provisions and Plans, make notes as to any issues that may 
require a CO/SA. Also, review any contingency CO/SA’s that may apply (pile cutoff, quality 
incentives, smoothness I/D). 
 
Establish a method for the Contractor to submit the supporting documentation for all 
proposed CO/SA’s. 
 
Remind the Contractor that as per Section 109.05 of the2017 SSHC, a written agreement (i.e. 
work order, email chain, etc.) shall be completed prior to the beginning of any additional 
work. 

 
 
PMBP - 45    

  Provide required jobsite posters if requested by the contractor. Depending on the 
funding source of the Project, the required posters will vary.  On Federal aid jobs – 
remind contractor that Davis Bacon wages also need to be posted. 

 http://dot.nebraska.gov/business-center/contractor/jobsite-posters/  
 
 

BEST PRACTICE TIP 
 

Once the contractor gets their board up, verify that the posters are correct and in a location 
that is always accessible, take a picture and upload into OnBase. 

mailto:andi.clark@nebraska.gov
http://dot.nebraska.gov/business-center/contractor/jobsite-posters/
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PMBP - 46    

  Provide Contractor the Notice of Intent (NOI) from Storm Water Pollution Prevention 
Plan (SWPPP) detailing Environmental Commitments and Identifies NDOT Point of 
Contact and Location of SWPPP book. 

  
  << See Example PMBP - 45 in the Appendix >> 
 

Ask the Contractor to place the SWPPP Notice at the same location he has the rest of 
the job-site postings. Most of the time, these are protected from the elements.  D-8 
provides their own board to post this, due to job board not available throughout life of 
SWPPP. 
 
 

PMBP - 47     

  Address any and all environmental commitments identified in the contract. 
  Discuss how the inspections will be conducted, documented, and distributed, who will 

attend inspections and what Incentives/Disincentives there may be related to 
environmental commitments on the project. 

 
  Review Environmental Commitments Checklist (from ECOD) with Contractor 
  Discuss SWPPP inspection schedule and who will be attending. 

 
   << See Example PMBP – 46 in the Appendix >> 

 
 

BEST PRACTICE TIP 
 
Permit requirements are more dynamic and change from project to project and will 
necessitate more input during the life of the project. (United States Army Corps of Engineers 
(USACE) 404, Nationwide 14, wetlands delineation & Special treatment, Threatened and 
Endangered Species, Migratory Birds, Fish, Bugs, Mammals, etc.…) 

 
 
 
PMBP - 48    

  Review any and all Action Items recorded during the Pre-Construction Conference at 
conclusion of the meeting.  Assign responsibility for following up on action items.  
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PMBP - 49 

  Prepare and send minutes of Pre-construction Meeting to Key attendees  
 

   << See Example PMBP – 48 in the Appendix >> 
 
  

BEST PRACTICE TIP 
 

Go back and review the meeting recording to double check the meeting notes. 
 
Consider sending out draft copy of minutes to contractor for comment prior to sending out 
final minutes. When sending out minutes you could note that if anything was missed to send 
those updates back. 
 
Provide each draft reviewer with a deadline to return their comments by. If comments are not 
received, then concurrence is assumed. 
 
 

PMBP - 50    

  Compile and upload into OnBase the following documents: 
    Pre-construction Meeting Minutes and Cover 
    Meeting Sign-in Sheet 
    Contractor’s Critical Path.   
   
Send a copy to all attendees requesting copies and email the OnBase link to the Construction 

Division at NDOT Const-Precon Minutes (Lorrain Legg, Mike Ondrak, Kellie Troxel, Kerri 
Halstead, and Andy Dearmont).  

 
  << See Example PMBP - 49 in the Appendix -- Transmittal>> 
 
  << See Example PMBP - 49A in the Appendix -- Cover L >> 
 
  << See Example PMBP - 49B in the Appendix -- Actual Minutes >> 
 
 

BEST PRACTICE TIP 
 

Include a copy of the Critical Path Schedule submitted by the Contractor at the 
Pre-Construction Meeting. 
 
Include a complete list of Action Items recorded during the Pre-Construction Meeting. 

–Continued on next page— 

mailto:ndot.const-preconminutes@nebraska.gov?subject=Contract:%20%20%20%20%20%20Control:%20%20%20Pre-con%20Minutes
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BEST PRACTICE TIP (Cont’d) 

 
Include the answers that have been received, but do not hold up the submission of the notes 
to the Construction Office for unanswered action items. 
 
Temporary Erosion Control and Spill Prevention plans DO NOT need to be sent to the 
Construction Office. Enter key date in AWP about when it was received.  

 
 
PMBP - 51   

  Along with your inspectors, review all documents from Pre-Construction Conference. 
Adjust office work, fieldwork, and materials management assignments, as necessary. 

 
 
PMBP - 52   

  Follow up on any unresolved issues that resulted from the Pre-construction 
Conference. 

 
 
PMBP - 53   

  Ensure that the Contractor has submitted any required mix designs, material samples, 
vendor information, Buy America Certifications, etc., as defined in the contract or 
specifications. Check material requirements found under NDOT Materials in the 
Business Center. 

 
 

BEST PRACTICE TIP 
 

Timely submittals of mix designs and materials are critical with the current recycling 
strategies. Verify suppliers facilitates are certified and up to date. 
 
Review with the Contractor, who is responsible for any and all salvaged materials.  This may 
change during the varying phases of the project. 
 
If the special provisions require the use of NDOT furnished materials, verify that the material 
is available well in advance of the need to avoid delays. 

 
 
 
 
 

https://dot.nebraska.gov/business-center/materials/
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PMBP - 54 

If applicable, verify that the Contractor’s Railroad insurance is current, on record with 
the Construction Division. (Kerri Halstead).  Some contractors do not purchase RR 
insurance until needed. 
Verify that all necessary NDOT personnel have completed the required Railroad safety 
classes. 

PMBP - 55 

Email the Contractor acknowledgment of your receipt and review of the critical path 
schedule. See example for guidance on critical path schedule and example email 
language. 

<< See Example PMBP – 54 in the Appendix >> 

BEST PRACTICE TIP 

Send a similar email of acknowledgement to the Contractor every time the Contractors 
schedule is changed and that the most current version applies. If the contractor submits a 
schedule that fails to meet a requirement of the contract (milestones, working days, 
environmental restriction dates), send them a request for a revised schedule that meets the 
contract provisions.  Remember – the contractor is responsible for scheduling their 
operations.   

PMBP - 56 

Verify soil samples are taken, if required, and sent to the proper laboratory for 
processing. 

EXAMPLE 

You may need samples from all borrow pits, the existing roadway shoulders & embankments, 
subgrade areas, etc. If project has stabilized subgrade, multiple soil samples may be needed. 
Clearly label all samples with project CN and location information when sending into lab. 

Depending on the scope of work, you may need to obtain other materials that may be 
blended into the soil as part of stabilized subgrade, i.e. fly ash, lime, or concrete. 

mailto:kerri.halstead@nebraska.gov?subject=Railroad%20Insurance%20Verification
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PMBP - 57 

Verify if Changeable Message Boards are need, they posted in prominent locations. 
Contact SOC to have message board programed if NDOT boards are uses. 

If Contractor Changeable Message Signs are used, verify they are programmed per 
project requirements. 

PMBP - 58 

Stake Location of Project Construction Signs as per approved traffic sign plan.  The 
contractor requests a “One Call” once NDOT stakes the sign locations 

PMBP - 59 

Distribute “Mailbox Re-Location Letter”, if needed. 

<< See Example PMBP - 58 in the Appendix >> 

BEST PRACTICE TIP 

Talk to local postmaster and/ or carrier to get the appropriate addresses for and approved 
relocation locations.  

 The postmaster may distribute the letters themselves if unable to provide you with the 
addresses. 

Order state furnished mailbox posts following District policy. 

PMBP - 60 

Verify Subcontractor approval. Check the Subcontractor records in AWP, if there is not 
a “Consent Date” listed then the subcontractor has not been approved yet. Contact the 
Construction Office (Kerri Halstead) for assistance. 

file://stndotdmznas01.stone.ne.gov/dotdmzdata0$/NDOTAPP/FCAC/Forms
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PMBP - 61 

Obtain Notice to Proceed from Construction Division, retain on file before conducting 
work. Hard copy is no longer being sent by Construction Division to PM or Contractor. 

<< See Example PMBP - 59 in the Appendix >> 

<< See Example PMBP - 59A in the Appendix >> 
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PMBP - 62 

Compile emergency contact information for each project and distribute according to 
your district policy. 

 Lists the projects key personnel contact information; i.e., Contractor Superintendent, 24 
hr. Traffic Control contact or Traffic Control Supervisor, Project Manager, Lead 
Inspector, Maintenance Superintendent, DCE. 
The Project Manager shall be the primary contact. 

<< See Example PMBP - 60 in the Appendix >> 

This is a District 2 “Project Information Form” - Your District may have a similar Form 

PMBP - 63 

Speed Zone Authorization. [NDOT Form 44] 

<< See Example PMBP – 61 in the Appendix >> 

BEST PRACTICE TIP 

State Statute automatically reduces the speed limit in a construction zone to 35 in rural 
areas and 25 in urban areas. The speed zone authorization allows NDOT to raise the speed 
limit above what is specific in the statute. 

So even if you plan to leave the speed limit as it is, you still need to complete this form to 
authorize any speed above 35 MPH in rural and 25 in urban areas. 

(Link to DOR-OI 60-18 Work Zone Speed Limits) 

PMBP - 64 

Letter to Police. (If through a city or town) [Use the FCAC standard form] 

<< See Example PMBP - 62 in the Appendix >> 

Pre-Construction Pre-Con Meeting Active Construction Finals Process

file://DOTFS/Public/DOTForms
https://dotspot.nebraska.gov/tools/ndot-operating-instructions/
file://stndotdmznas01.stone.ne.gov/dotdmzdata0$/NDOTAPP/FCAC/Forms
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PMBP - 65 

Letter to Sheriff.  (If on a county road or highway) [Use the FCAC standard form] 

<< See Example PMBP - 63 in the Appendix >> 

PMBP - 66 

Letter to State Patrol. [Use the FCAC standard form] 

<< See Example PMBP - 64 in the Appendix >> 

PMBP - 67 

  Add Project to State’s 511 Computer System. Complete Over-Dimension Notice, and 
include diagrams for turning restrictions, if applicable.  Follow your District’s procedure 
for including projects on 511.  Ultimately everything is added to 511 by the SOC (State 
Operations Center). 

<< See Example PMBP - 65 in the Appendix >> 

BEST PRACTICE TIP 

Complete this process 10-14 days prior to the anticipated need since Over-Dimensional 
Permits can be issued that far in advance.  If you wait until the restriction becomes active, 
you will have to deal with legally permitted loads for up to 2 weeks. 

PMBP - 68 

Start Log of Work Area Speed Zones [NDOT 471].   
This form is in the FCAC Traffic Control Workbook as well. 

<< See Example PMBP - 66 in the Appendix >> 

PMBP - 69 

In AWP, enter the required site times, information times, event dates, and milestones 
and release dates that are applicable. (See final review manual for required key dates.) 

  << See Example PMBP – 67 in the Appendix >>  

For a list of AWP Key Dates and Critical Dates and their responsible parties. 

file://stndotdmznas01.stone.ne.gov/dotdmzdata0$/NDOTAPP/FCAC/Forms
file://stndotdmznas01.stone.ne.gov/dotdmzdata0$/NDOTAPP/FCAC/Forms
file://DOTFS/Public/DOTForms
file://stndotdmznas01.stone.ne.gov/dotdmzdata0$/NDOTAPP/FCAC/Workbooks
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PMBP - 70 

Maintain detailed daily diary in AWP. 
See Section 104.01 of the 2019 Construction Manual additional information 
concerning diary entries including working day charges. 

<< See Example PMBP - 68 in the Appendix >> 

For the suggested AWP Diary Remarks based on the Construction Manual and the LPA 
Manual 

PMBP - 70 

For Bridge projects over major waterways (Platte, Republican, Elkhorn, and Loop) 
NOAA has gauging station reports available online at: 
http://water.weather.gov/ahps2/index.php?wfo=lbf.  During periods of high water, 5 
day forecast of river levels are available. 

PMBP - 72 

Verify the in-place traffic control daily with respect to the Traffic Control Plans. 

If it is necessary to modify the existing TCP due to field changes, follow the procedures 
in PMBP - 18 

BEST PRACTICE TIP 

Drive the Project at different times, day, and night.  Consider video recording a drive through, 
especially after a traffic shift. 

Consider asking somebody that is not familiar with the project drive through and inspect the 
traffic control.   

Special attention may be needed in areas where active construction is occurring. 

Prior to opening a segment to traffic, consider having a pre-opening meeting with Law 
enforcement, locals, Prime Contractor, District Maintenance staff. 

https://dot.nebraska.gov/business-center/contractor/construction-manual/
http://water.weather.gov/ahps2/index.php?wfo=lbf
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PMBP - 73 

Review and approve inspector Daily Work Report’s (DWR) in AWP.  (The timeline for 
authorization of your inspector’s DWR’s is subject to your District’s policies, or your 
own comfort level.) 

BEST PRACTICE TIP 

DWR Review:  Instruct the inspectors to include details for the construction processes that 
they were monitoring.  

They should document what occurred on the project in as much detail as possible, including 
which subcontractors were present that day. Document the work on the day that the work 
occurred.  

Look for consistency and conflicting accounts from DWR to DWR between inspectors and 
their individuals DWRs. 

Verify that the proper Contractor/Sub-Contractor was selected for payment on the DWR’s. 
This is critical for accurate reporting of contractor and subcontractor work. 

PMBP - 74 

Create, review, check and approve Progress Estimates in AWP per the general 
guidelines described in the  2019 Construction Manual, subsection 105.06. Generate 
additional estimates as needed. 

PMBP - 75 

The DCE will receive an automated email when an estimate is waiting their approval.  If 
you need it signed in a hurry, send the DCE an email. The Department relies on the PM 
for accurate information that is included in the payment estimate 

BEST PRACTICE TIP 

At a minimum, review quantities and documentation for every progress estimate.  NDOT 
Reporting Portal> Contract Pay Estimate- Summary to Contactor has ability to show only 
items installed under current estimate. 

–Continued on next page—

https://dot.nebraska.gov/business-center/contractor/construction-manual/
https://ndorpubreports.nebraska.gov/ReportServer/Pages/ReportViewer.aspx?/AASHTOWare_Project/Construction/Contract_Pay_Estimate_Dashboard&rv:DocMapMode=Displayed&rv:HeaderArea=BreadCrumbsOnly
https://ndorpubreports.nebraska.gov/ReportServer/Pages/ReportViewer.aspx?/AASHTOWare_Project/Construction/Contract_Pay_Estimate_Dashboard&rv:DocMapMode=Displayed&rv:HeaderArea=BreadCrumbsOnly
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BEST PRACTICE TIP (Cont’d) 

 
  << See Example PMBP - 73 in the Appendix >> 
 
Provide your Inspectors a copy of any Agreement Estimate (in OnBase) at beginning of the 
project so they know the location of any funding splits.  Once the project is awarded, the 
funding splits will be available on agreement estimate. AWP->ITEMS->Contract Project Items   

 
 
PMBP - 76    

  Create Change Order/Supplemental Agreement’s (CO/SA) in AWP for VEP’s, Work 
Orders or Force Accounts initiated during the Construction Phase of the Project. 

 
Electronic Approval of Change Orders-Reference Guide 
 

<< See Example PMBP - 74 in the Appendix - NDOT Form188 - Work Order >>  
 
<< See Example PMBP – 74A in the Appendix - CO/SA Comments from the Construction Division >> 

 
<< See Example PMBP – 74B in the Appendix - NDOT Form 58 – Force Account Agreement >> 

 
<< See Example PMBP – 74C in the Appendix - Force Account Supporting Documentation >> 

 
<< See Example PMBP - 74D in the Appendix - NDOT Form 204 – Weekly Force Account Statement >> 

 
Additional supporting documentation for CO/SA’s could include Item Average Unit Price 
Summary (Reporting Portal), Average Unit Price Information (AUP), (DOT Website), Invoices, 
Payrolls, etc. See Reporting Portal for Change Order reports available. 
 

 
BEST PRACTICE TIP 

 
 

Assure that the documentation includes proper justification, background, cost breakdowns, 
impact to project schedule/ timeline, etc. and relevant documents are uploaded into the 
appropriate location in OnBase. 
 
Contact your DCE or Construction office to review the request and whether to proceed or 
request more information. 
 
IF the CO/SA is due to a Plan Revision, work cannot be completed as shown in the Revision 
until it has gone through the official revision process and distributed by Mike Ondrak. 

–Continued on next page— 

https://dot.nebraska.gov/media/oqeb12io/co-approval-reference-guide.pdf
https://dot.nebraska.gov/media/10500/co-approval-reference-guide.pdf
file://DOTFS/Public/DOTForms
file://DOTFS/Public/DOTForms
file://DOTFS/Public/DOTForms
http://ndot_portal/Reports/report/AASHTOWare_Project/User_Role_Report_Access/All_Access/Construction/Item%20Average%20Unit%20Price%20Summary
http://ndot_portal/Reports/report/AASHTOWare_Project/User_Role_Report_Access/All_Access/Construction/Item%20Average%20Unit%20Price%20Summary
https://dot.nebraska.gov/business-center/business-opp/hwy-bridge-lp/item-history/
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BEST PRACTICE TIP (Cont’d) 

Remember, Section 109.05 of the 2017 SSHC require a written agreement to be in place prior 
to beginning work. If necessary, create a Work Order to allow work to begin before the CO/SA 
works through the system. 

If using a force account, document all costs as per Section 109.05 of the 2017 SSHC. 

The Construction Division has created a worksheet to define approval levels of a CO/SA 
based on value and oversight. (Required Signatures Spreadsheet) 

Construction Division Directive CONSTR 22-01 covers environmental review requirements on 
all CO/SA.  

OnBase Location: NDOT CNST Construction Directives - Type: CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION 
-Date: - Description: Directive 18-01 Environmental Review of Contract Changes.  (This would 
include the NDOT-194) 

Consider negotiating the 5% overhead on CO/SA’s, for subcontracted work, that have little 
impact on the Prime Contractor, or have a high dollar value. (No 5% on work conducted only 
by the Prime Contractor) 

Adjust Stockpiled materials when adjusting items through a CO/SA if necessary. 

Contact the Construction Division (Kellie Troxel or Mike Ondrak) for Bluebook Equipment 
rates. 

For CO/SA work which will be performed by a subcontractor, ensure that the Prime 
Contractor submits an updated “CON” file to the Construction Division (NDOT Subcontracts 
Section) so the correct contractor can be credited for pay items. 

PMBP - 77 

An automatic email is generated to notify the next signature level of approval.  

https://dot.nebraska.gov/media/coopjtok/co-required-signatures.pdf
mailto:NDOT.Subcontracts@nebraska.gov
mailto:NDOT.Subcontracts@nebraska.gov
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PMBP - 78 

Verify that all Sub-Contractors have Sub-Contractor Approval Letters on file and that 
they have completed their yearly Contractor Self-Analysis.  

BEST PRACTICE TIP 

In AWP, look for an approval date next to “Consent Date”.  If there is no date, they are not 
approved yet. 

Determine what a DBE is being paid for each item of their work.  You will need this to assure they 
are fulfilling the Project’s DBE Goal. 

<< See Example PMBP - 76 in the Appendix >> 

You will also need to complete a NDOT Form 136, Commercial Useful Function Review, for each 
DBE Sub-Contractor on the project. 

<< See Example PMBP - 76A in the Appendix >> 

PMBP - 79 

Upon receipt of the proper invoices: Create/Replenish Material Stockpiles within AWP, 
see guidance HERE.  Refer to Section 109.07 of the 2017 SSHC or special provision.   

BEST PRACTICE TIP 

Verify that the materials shown on the invoices are stored as per specifications. 

Make sure that materials in question comply with the applicable specifications.  

Document the computed breakdowns of items/costs.  

<< See Example PMBP - 77 in the Appendix >> 

file://DOTFS/Public/DOTForms
https://dot.nebraska.gov/business-center/getting-started/construction/
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PMBP - 80    

  Verify that Borrow Pits, Contractor Camp Sites, Plant Sites, Waste Sites, etc. have 
received proper approval as required by the contract, standard spec, or state law. 
These are available in OnBase via the document type “NDOT CNST Contractor Site 
Approval” 

  
  << See Example PMBP - 78 in the Appendix >> 
 
  << See Example PMBP – 78A in the Appendix >> 
 

Another location to check is this link to Report from Roadside Development. 
 
 
PMBP - 81   

  Host partnering meetings with the Contractor as defined during preconstruction 
meeting.  Send completed minutes to the Prime’s Superintendent for review. 

 
 

BEST PRACTICE TIP 
 

Consider using a set agenda for every meeting. This will allow you to ensure that you cover 
all topics at each meeting. 
 

 << See Example PMBP - 79 in the Appendix -- Weekly Agenda >> 
 
Make sure that you ask if there are any questions concerning both Working Day charges, 
Current Quantities, and lane rentals at each meeting.  This will help prevent issues from 
lingering. 
 
   << See Example PMBP – 79A in the Appendix -- Pre-Deck Pour >> 
 
You may wish to contact the applicable utility companies prior to each meeting and 
determine if they need to attend.  If you don’t, they may stop coming altogether. 
 
Treat Railroad like utilities, but special attention is needed if a flagger may be required. 
 
Consider additional planning meetings as necessary (Pre-Deck Pour, traffic shift, Bridge 
Removal, especially if explosives are being planned, etc.) 
Ensure that the proposed plans meet project specifications and all other commitments. 

 
 

https://dot.nebraska.gov/projects/environment/roadside/
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PMBP - 82 

Coordinate project staking and inspection.  Work with District administration to ensure 
all phases are staffed. 

PMBP - 83 

If applicable, generate a NDOT 74– Cost Overrun/Underrun. This applies to multiple 
items if the sums of the overruns are expected to exceed the limit.  This is not 
required if additional cost is covered by COSA. Send Copy to Kerri Halstead in the 
Construction Division. 

<< See Current Guidance and Example PMBP - 81 in the Appendix >> 

PMBP - 84 

Manage record keeping, materials documentation, computation and recording of 
quantities for payment.  Most Districts keep this documentation on a local server until 
the final quantity has been validated.  Contractors and PM will also utilize a folder on 
ShareFile™, if required, to exchange and keep documentation until project is final.  

BEST PRACTICE TIP 

Have the inspector in charge of recording the work quantities, review these with the 
contractor as the work progresses.  This could help avoid issues later. 

The Contractor will use ShareFile™ to transmit to the PM, at a minimum, the submittals 
required by contract for acceptance of the project work items. They may jointly agree on 
other documents to be transmitted using ShareFile™. ShareFile™ does not replace the 
requirement to upload required project documentation to OnBase. 

PMBP - 85 

In the event of a traffic crash, video or photograph location and condition of all traffic 
control on the project.  

Obtain a copy of the accident report from the law enforcement agency if possible.  If 
you can’t get from the law enforcement, the accident report number is in the monthly 
Workzone Crash Report sent out by Traffic Division 

file://DOTFS/Public/DOTForms
mailto:kerri.halstead@nebraska.gov
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PMBP - 85       (Cont’d) 
 

In addition to crashes, there may be situations that warrant additional documentation.  As a Project 
Manager, your inspectors will have access to a camera, but few will have photography training. It may 
be worth reviewing the following with your inspectors as needed. 

 
 BEST PRACTICE TIP 

 
Consider before releasing the shutter: 
 
What else is important in this situation? If you are photographing an accident scene, 
remember to catch items other than skid marks; traffic control, pavement edges, sign offsets, 
and striping widths will all be helpful in the event we find ourselves in Court. 
 
Where is this photo taken? When possible, include some background objects that can add 
meaning to the photos when trying to re-establish the location of the subject. 
 
When are you taking this? Metadata attached to the photo will document the date, ensure you 
are not editing the photo and keep all photos. 
 
If necessary, use some object that will provide ‘scale’ to what is being shown. 
 
Why are you taking this photo? Consider what you want to document and will this photo do 
that. (E.g. If photographing a gouge is it the length, depth or location that is important? 
Maybe more than one photo is required.) 

 
 
PMBP - 86     

  Verify Environmental Commitment compliance. 
  
  Document all environmental commitments using NDOT’s Environmental Compliance 

Online Documentation (ECOD) Database, including endangered species and other 
project specific commitments. Consult with your environmental specialist for any 
coordination that is needed or questions.  

 
 

BEST PRACTICE TIP 
 

            -- On next page -- 
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BEST PRACTICE TIP 

On a larger or longer project, consider using a full size plan sheet to record the details of a 
SWPPP plan.   

Label and date when BMP’s are installed, the location of fuel tanks, wash-out pits, etc. 

See the Unexpected Waste Action Plan on the Department Website for information on the 
PM’s responsibility in dealing with unexpected waste. 

Have a copy of the Environmental Commitments Checklist included with SWPPP Plan to 
review at various times of the project. 

PMBP - 87 

  In accordance with PMBP - 45, make sure the project posting regarding environmental 
commitments (NOI, SWPPP Location, SWPPP Contact) remain in place somewhere that 
is easily accessible and legible throughout the life of the project 

PMBP - 88 

Be aware of project safety.  This includes NDOT and Contractor personnel and the 
Traveling Public.   

Ensure all personnel on the project have their Railroad Safety Training if the project 
requires it. Railroad Safety Training is available through railroadeducation.com.  See 
PMBP – 54. 

BEST PRACTICE TIP 

Project personnel should follow the contractor’s safety policies while on the job site.  Including 
Hardhats and safety glasses.  

PMBP - 89 

Work with field staff to check that all items of work are being properly measured in 
accordance with the plans, special provisions, and specifications. 

https://dot.nebraska.gov/media/nzrpqlvg/ndot-unexpected-waste-action-plan.pdf
https://railroadeducation.com/
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BEST PRACTICE TIP 

Refer to Section 105.04 of the 2017 SSHC for hierarchy of project information. 

Contractor’s field personnel often work from the plan set and don’t keep a copy of the Special 
Provisions on-site.  Special attention should be paid to discrepancies between the Special Provisions 
and the plans, which may get missed.   

PMBP - 90  

Schedule M&R for Pile Hammer Analysis, Coring Crew, Profile Crew, Concrete Maturity 
Determination, and/or QA Managers to conduct an Independent Assessment (IA), if 
needed. 

Pile Hammer Analysis………………… Nikolas Glennie, Bridge Foundations…402-479-4780 
Coring Crew……………..…….. Alex Johnson, Quality Assurance Manager…402-479-4757 
Pavement Profile…………... Alex Johnson, Quality Assurance Manager…402-479-4757 
Maturity Curve……………………. Tim Krason, PCC Materials Test Manager…402-479-4709 
D-1 QA Manager………………………………………………………………. Jacob Reynolds….402-499-1638 
D-2 QA Manager……………………………………………………. Terry Becker…402-595-2534 ext. 286 
Norfolk QA Manager (D-3 & D-8)……………………… Brandon Remm…402-370-3476 ext. 219 
Grand Island QA Manager (D-4&7)……………..Dennis Osterman…308-385-6271 ext. 218 
North Platte QA Manager (D-5, 6, 7&8)…………………..Jerry Isom….308-535-8111 ext. 226 
Bridge Steel Fabrication Manager ……………………………… Mark Borgmann….402-479-4763 

BEST PRACTICE TIP 

If your project has a new or rehabilitated bridge sized structure (bridge or concrete box 
culvert with a combined span greater than 20 feet), then the Project Manager needs to 
contact Bridge division to schedule an initial inspection.  

The PM should notify the “In-Service” section of Bridge Division (Babrak Niazi) and 
specifically the Bridge Inspection Engineer. The initial inspection should be scheduled prior to 
opening the structure to traffic.  If there is a question if the “In-Service” section of the Bridge 
Division would want to inspect the completed work, call and ask. 

mailto:nikolas.glennie@nebraska.gov?subject=Pavement%20Profile
mailto:alex.d.johnson@nebraska.gov?subject=Coring%20Information
mailto:alex.d.johnson@nebraska.gov?subject=Coring%20Information
mailto:Tim.Krason@nebraska.gov?subject=Concrete%20Maturity%20Determination
mailto:jacob.reynolds@nebraska.gov
mailto:Terry.Becker@nebraska.gov
mailto:brandon.remm@nebraska.gov
mailto:Dennis.Osterman@nebraska.gov
mailto:jerry.isom@nebraska.gov
mailto:Mark.borgmann@nebraska.gov
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PMBP - 91    

 Ensure that field personnel are checking the Contractor’s equipment prior to first 
usage; i.e., bridge deck paving machine, mainline paving machine, sheep’s foot, etc. 

 
 

BEST PRACTICE TIP 
 

The checklists developed for Chapter 12 of the LPA Guidelines are a good reference for field 
operations. (Link to the LPA checklist Website) 
 

 
 

EXAMPLES 
 

Materials Sampling/Testing Activity Report 
Monitor DBE Activity during Construction 
Verify Labor Compliance  
Environmental Compliance Inspection Audit Form 
Construction Project File Review Checklist 
Diary Entry Review Checklist 
Asphalt Paving Checklist 
Asphalt Plant Checklist 
Concrete Structure Checklist 
Concrete Pavement Placement Checklist 
Grading Checklist 
Structures-Piling Checklist 
Pipe Installation Checklist 
Work Zone Checklist - Inspection Report 
Final Punch List 

 
 
 
 

PMBP - 92    

  Verify that intermediate cross sections of all borrow pits are taken as needed 
throughout the project. It may be necessary to measure multiple earthwork items on a 
project, possibly out of the same borrow pit. 
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PMBP - 93    

  Create and reconcile a Final Punch list for the project.  Intermediate punch list may be 
needed when a sub-contractor completes work on the project or when a portion of the 
project is completed (i.e. a bridge is completed).   

 
  Completing a punch list, does not mean that the work is accepted.  The project is not 

accepted until the tentative acceptance is sent by DCE. 
 
 

BEST PRACTICE TIP 
 

Have the Contractor notify the PM when they are ready to review the project for punch list 
items. 
 
Coordinate with all interested parties, (I.e., NDOT Maintenance, Local Public Agencies, 
DCE/DE), when compiling a project punch list before submitting to the Contractor. 
 
If you anticipate ongoing issues with any of the project punch lists items, document with 
photographs for review at a later time. 
 
Have open communication about project maintenance; i.e., cleaning up trash, grouting holes, 
etc. 
 
This may allow the contactor to take care of punch list items throughout the life, or as time 
permits, and minimize work necessary at the end of the project. 
 
 

 
PMBP - 94    

 Check with Maintenance, to ensure they have the information they need for permanent 
signs once construction is complete.  This may require that signs be ordered, so give 
them sufficient notice.   

 
 In some cases it may be necessary to assist maintenance in staking the location of 

the signs so Maintenance can do a One Call.   
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PMBP - 95 

Produce and maintain project records (Electronically, Hard Copy, Drawings, etc.). This 
would include forwarding material received to the proper location. 

Typical Project Records also include  
[FCAC Forms]    [NDOT Forms]    [FCAC Spreadsheets]    [FCAC Workbooks] 

PMBP - 96 

Submit shop drawings, requests for information (RFI), shim shots, proposed Contractor 
repairs, and shop plans to the Shop Drawing email: ndot.shopdrawings@nebraska.gov. 

PMBP - 97 

Manage daily relationships with Contractors, Businesses, Groups, and Individuals. 

BEST PRACTICE TIP 

Document, as needed, all meetings, phone calls, and letters or e-mail in the Daily Diary. 

 Keep your District Administration, the Construction Division, M&R, Designers, Environmental 
and Legal informed as to project specific issues that may result in CO/SA’s, or claims. 

If necessary, follow the legal document policy to assure correspondence is not lost. 

PMBP - 98 

Maintain and update field draft As-Builts in the Project construction trailer or office. 

BEST PRACTICE TIP 

Use various color highlighters to denote difference Plan Revisions. 

Make notes of what plan components did and did not work well during construction. 
(Red/Green Plans). 

Consider posting a PDF of the marked-up plans in OnBase accessible to designer. 

file://stndotdmznas01.stone.ne.gov/dotdmzdata0$/NDOTAPP/FCAC/Forms
file://DOTFS/Public/DOTForms
file://stndotdmznas01.stone.ne.gov/dotdmzdata0$/NDOTAPP/FCAC/Spreadsheets
file://stndotdmznas01.stone.ne.gov/dotdmzdata0$/NDOTAPP/FCAC/Workbooks
mailto:ndot.shopdrawings@nebraska.gov
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PMBP - 99 

Be aware of contractual dates that may be included in your contract (i.e. milestones, 
placement limitations, winter work specifications, etc.). 

BEST PRACTICE TIP 

The Construction Division will add Milestones that are known prior to letting.  The PM will 
coordinate with AWP and Construction Division for any additional Milestones that need to be 
added. 

If it appears that your project work may extend past these dates, the Contractor must request this 
in written form.   

It will be determined by the Construction Division if this is acceptable or what limitations may be 
attached to the work involved. 

PMBP - 100 

Ensure material sampling requirements are collected and documented properly as the 
work is being performed.  Material requirements are documented in the project special 
provisions, Materials Sampling Guide, and/or the Standard Specification. 

BEST PRACTICE TIP 

Check that the sampling discrepancies are taken care of during the life of the project. 

The Sampling Checklist in the report’s portal can be a useful tool in assessing which material 
requirements are documented in AWP for your contract. 

It may be necessary to follow up with M&R about the status of samples to avoid ongoing 
discrepancies.   Sometimes the labs review a sample but fail to authorize it.  

PMBP - 101 

P.M. receives all materials certs and other documents, makes an electronic copy of
materials documents (upload in OnBase), and distributes OnBase link as required.
The MRDL shows the distribution to M&R.
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PMBP - 102 

Assure that the proper samples are generated and submitted as required. Upload into 
OnBase and distribute the link as required. 
Sample records using Universal Material Acceptance (Material Code: UMA) are utilized 
to track material requirements that do not have a specific material code on the Material 
Sampling Checklist. 

<< See Example PMBP – 99 in the Appendix >> 

BEST PRACTICE TIP 

M&R sends out a weekly S/T Report that summarizes sampling and testing activity and/or 
needs relative to recent DWR payments. 

UMA submittals automatically notify appropriate lab of submittal. RDL can be used as a 
reference for which lab to select on the UMA. 

You may want to keep a current list of what documentation was submitted and when, for 
future reference. 

https://dot.nebraska.gov/media/21hfxhru/universalmaterialacceptance.pdf
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For this Section, the NDOT Final Review Manual was used as a guide. Use this publication for ‘Best 
Practice Tips’, examples, and additional information as you work through a Project Final. 

BEST PRACTICE TIP 

The Final Review manual can be found in the Construction Division Share folder. 

PMBP - 103 

Distribute the Project Completion Notification Email. This notification is emailed when 
a project is final, it may take a few days to send out. 

<< See Example PMBP - 101 in the Appendix >> 

When your project is Complete – as in – you have a Project Completion Date, you still 
need you to send out the Project Completion Notification Email to the following Email 
Group ---   NDOT Const-Completion Notification.   

The Email notification allows the people in this mail group to begin their close out 
processes. The whole intent for this Email notification is to eliminate delays in the 
Final process once your Final reaches Central Complex.    
In order for it to be effective – please send the Email notification out within a couple 
weeks of the actual Project Completion Date. 
(2 – 3 weeks should be sufficient time for the District to either sign off on a project, or 
not.) 

Please include the following information in the body of your Email: 

Project Number:         
Project Name:      
Contract ID:       
Control Number:      
Prime Contractor:         
Completion Date:         
Most recent Estimate #: 
Observation Periods?    

NOTE:  This is not to be confused with the District Tentative Acceptance Letter. 

Pre-Construction Pre-Con Meeting Active Construction Finals Process

file:\\dotfs\Const\Construction_Division_Share\Pavement_Final_Records_Section\Final_Review_Manual
mailto:NDOT.Const-CompletionNotification@nebraska.gov
mailto:NDOT.Const-CompletionNotification@nebraska.gov
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PMBP - 104 

Generate and Distribute the District Tentative Acceptance of Project Letter. 

<< See Example PMBP - 100 in the Appendix >> 

PMBP - 105 

Remove any project related traffic restriction (Detour Report, width restrictions, and the 
511 System) 

PMBP – 106 

Watch for damage to work after completion/acceptance – After the acceptance or 
partial acceptance of a project or section of project, work may be damaged or new 
problems may arise that are outside of the control of the Contractor; the work should 
be treated as extra work.   

PMBP – 107 

Final Project Clean up – Lath, sandbags, punch list items, temporary tape outside of 
permeant stripping, traffic control devices, etc. 

PMBP - 108 

Review Contract Documentation and Verify Basis of Payment and Method of 
Measurement for all items. 

BEST PRACTICE TIP 

Assure that the Standard Specification References to the ‘Basis of Payment’ and the  ’Method 
of Measurement’ for your  pay items were not modified by your Special Provisions.  

Also check to see if any CO/SA’s, Agreements, Correspondence, Internal Milestones, etc. did 
not alter quantities or the basis of payment for all items. 

file://stndotdmznas01.stone.ne.gov/dotdmzdata0$/NDOTAPP/FCAC/Forms
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PMBP - 109 

Verify that city/county funds were applied to the quantity or portion of the project that it 
was assigned to.  Funding splits can be found on the Agreement Estimate in OnBase 

PMBP - 110 

Review all pending CO/SA documentation for completeness and accuracy. 

PMBP - 111 

Do a detailed review of all contract quantities. 

PMBP - 112 

Ensure the E-verify letter of compliance from the Prime Contractor, stating that he/she 
and all subs have registered with E-Verify, has been received by Construction Division.  
(Check to make sure date is entered in AWP Scheduled Check-list Events, actually date 
is entered into AWP by Roy Leach in the Construction Office) 

PMBP - 113 - 

Complete all pay item Computation Sheets and upload into OnBase. The preferred 
format is a .pdf. 

PMBP - 114 

Confirm that all other adjustments to the Contract Quantities have been included. 

BEST PRACTICE TIP 

Generate COs, as needed, to include Force Accounts, Letters of Deduction, Contingency 
Items, Incentives and Disincentives, etc. 
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PMBP - 115 

Review Major Items 

BEST PRACTICE TIP 

If necessary, generate a CO/SA to satisfy AWP requirements (25% Increase/Decrease). 
Regardless of if the Contractor agrees to do the work at the original unit price or not. 

The Reports Portal has a Major Items Overrun/ Underrun report that can be used. 

Remember that a Major Item is one whose total original value exceeded 10% of its original 
group. See Section 101.0352 & 104.02 Paragraph 2B of the 2017 SSHC 

PMBP - 116 

Complete Time Allowance Review worksheet based on Contract information. Review 
with DCE. With DCE’s approval, generate a “Time Extension Document” and edit time 
allowance in AWP. 

<< See Example PMBP - 113 in the Appendix >> 

PMBP -117 

Retain copies of payrolls received, if necessary for the project, (Use Form DR 84 and 
upload into OnBase), enter date in AWP for final payroll received. 

PMBP - 118 

End your Inspector’s AWP contract Authority per the Final Review Manual.  For 
information on how to end inspector’s authority in AWP, see the AWP help files. 

PMBP - 119 

Contractor Evaluations: Prepare the Evaluation of Contractor in AWP in EOC User Role.  
See Construction Manual for completing contractor evaluations.  Send copy of 
completed evaluations to the Prime Contractor for distribution to the subcontractors.  

file://DOTFS/Public/DOTForms
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PMBP - 120 

Generate a Semi-Final Estimate (Do Not Approve), and then a letter of 
Concurrence/Non-Concurrence will be generated by AWP.  

<< See Example PMBP - 117 in the Appendix >> 

BEST PRACTICE TIP 

It may be necessary to resolve quantity issues with the Contractor or negotiate a CO/SA as a 
result of this letter. There could also be DBE goals not being meet that need resolved. 

It may also be necessary to generate a Final Estimate and send Contractor a letter detailing 
the resolution of any discrepancies. Allow a reasonable amount of time to resolve 
discrepancies. 

If concurrence cannot be reached, then final the project and proceed with payment.  
Resolution will then be done in Lincoln. 

PMBP - 121 

Prepare "As-Builts" 

BEST PRACTICE TIP 

Make the necessary changes to the dgn’s and print to the PDF printer. Use Arch D size paper 
(36x24 inch paper). Use Adobe Pro to collect into one set. 

PE Stamping of as built plans is not required. 

For instructions on what to include in As-Builts see Construction Manual 106.10 

Assemble the complete set into one .pdf and up-load into OnBase as per the Final Review 
Manual. 

PMBP - 122 

Maintain Required Observation periods 
Examples:  Product warranties (striping, light poles, etc.), Landscaping, etc. 

https://dot.nebraska.gov/business-center/contractor/construction-manual/
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PMBP - 123   

  Prepare email of Transmittal 
  
   << See Example PMBP - 120 in the Appendix --  Suggested Items >>  
  
  << See Example PMBP – 120A in the Appendix – Letter >> 
  
  << See Example PMBP – 120B in the Appendix -- SWPPP Records >> 
 
Send email to final reviewer with links to OnBase locations of necessary files, they will review 
and submit to Lincoln. 
 
PMBP - 124     

  SWPPP Inspection Hand-off – Continue to do inspections until the SWPPP is 
transferred to Maintenance or Notice of Termination is filed.  

 
PMBP - 125     

  Materials and Research conducts the material review upon receipt of the Project 
Completion Notification. 

 
PMBP - 126    

  If additional documentation is needed, you will be contacted by the Finals unit or 
Materials and Research. (It is necessary that you resolve those issues as quickly as 
possible so the project can be accepted in a timely manner.) 

 
 
PMBP - 127     

  If your project contains bridge work, notify the In-Service Bridge Section of the Bridge 
Division of the date that the bridge will be open to public traffic.  

   
    (See Example PMBP – 125  3A-18 in the appendix) 
 
PMBP - 128    

  If warranted, host a post construction meeting with the Contractor and Designer and any 
interested party. It may be necessary to hold separate meetings due to schedules or 
other conflicts.  
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BEST PRACTICE TIP 

Submit comments for improving plans to your Super Team Member.  Lincoln Construction 
Division maintains a repository of plan comments. 

PMBP - 129 

Follow the District Record Retention Policy. 

BEST PRACTICE TIP 

Confirm that all project files have been moved to the proper location in OnBase.  Do this for all 
your inspectors as well.  It’s better to maintain all working documents in OnBase throughout 
the life of the project 

.  
PMBP - 130 

Controller Division will notify the District when records no longer need to be retained.  

PMBP - 131 

Following the Record Retention Policy for Project Documentation, the District 
Administrative Assistant Receives a list of when project records no longer need to be 
retained. 

https://sos.nebraska.gov/records-management/department-transportation-schedule-37
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Appendices 

Note: For blank forms of the examples shown, go to one of the following: 

NDOT Forms:\\dotfs\public\DOTForms 

FCAC Forms:
\\stndotdmznas01.stone.ne.gov\dotdmzdata0$\NDOTAPP\FCAC\FORMS 

Civil Rights DBE and OJT: https://dot.nebraska.gov/business-center/civil-rights/ 

file://dotfs/public/DOTForms%20
file://stndotdmznas01.stone.ne.gov/dotdmzdata0$/NDOTAPP/FCAC/FORMS
https://dot.nebraska.gov/business-center/civil-rights/
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 Example PMBP – 7 -- Special Provision PDF Example 
 

 

BACK 
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 Example PMBP - 7A – Plan Review Example BACK 
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Example PMBP - 14  – Public Flyer Example 
 

 

BACK 
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 Example PMBP – 15 – Press Release Example 
 

 

BACK 
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 Example PMBP – 17 – Contractor Activity Report Example 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BACK 
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 Example PMBP - 18 – Traffic Control Plan Submittal Example 
 

 

BACK 
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 Example PMBP - 19 – Sign Order Example BACK 
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 Example PMBP - 20 – Contract Activation Notice Example 
 
 

 
From: Leach, Roy <Roy.Leach@nebraska.gov>  
Sent: Thursday, August 4, 2022 12:47 PM 
To: Willard, Josh <Josh.Willard@nebraska.gov>; Craig, Cameron <Cameron.Craig@nebraska.gov>; 
Thayer, Gary <Gary.Thayer@nebraska.gov> 
Cc: NDOT Const-Contract Activation <NDOT.Const-ContractActivation@nebraska.gov>; Guilfoil, 
David <David.Guilfoil@nebraska.gov>; Weigel, Jeremy <Jeremy.Weigel@nebraska.gov> 
Subject: 61617; US-30, Hershey - North Platte; STP-30-2(149) - Contract Activation 
 
Josh, 
 
Your contract - STP-30-2(149), Contract ID: 61617 - has been activated in AASHTOWare Project (AWP) 
and is now available for your use. 
 
Please take note of the following: 
 

• On page 5 of the contract, there is a special provision titles “SPECIAL PROSECUTION AND 
PROGRESS (General Requirements)” that addresses specific times that the contractor is 
required to have all traffic lanes open to traffic.  Please review this special provision for details.   

• This contract contains the item Earth Shoulder Construction.  See Section 304 of the 2017 
Standard Specifications for the number of days allowed to complete this work.  Please keep track of 
the working days assessed to this item in your diary. 

• On pages 38 and 39 of the contract, there is a special provision titled “SPECIAL PROSECUTION 
AND PROGRESS (Federal Immigration Verification System)”.  At the pre-construction meeting, 
please remind the Prime contractor of this provision which include the requirement to “furnish 
a letter to the NDOT Construction Division in Lincoln on company letterhead and signed by an 
officer of the company stating that documentation is on file certifying that the Contractor and 
all subcontractor have registered with and used a Federal Immigration Verification System”. 

 
Thank you. 
 
Roy Leach 
NDOT Construction Division – Final Review 
(402)479-4456 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BACK 

mailto:Roy.Leach@nebraska.gov
mailto:Josh.Willard@nebraska.gov
mailto:Cameron.Craig@nebraska.gov
mailto:Gary.Thayer@nebraska.gov
mailto:NDOT.Const-ContractActivation@nebraska.gov
mailto:David.Guilfoil@nebraska.gov
mailto:Jeremy.Weigel@nebraska.gov
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 Example PMBP - 22 – Project’s M.R.L. Example 
 

 
  

Back to PMBP - 42 Back to PMBP - 22 
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 Example PMBP - 23 – Screen Shot of Reporting Portal – Tester Certification 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BACK 
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 Example PMBP - 26 – Culvert Order Example 
 

 

BACK 
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 Example PMBP - 26 – Culvert Order Example (Cont’d) BACK 
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 Example PMBP - 26 – Culvert Order Example (Cont’d) BACK 
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 Example PMBP - 36 – Pre-Con Agenda Request Example 
 
 

Use your District Letterhead

 

BACK 
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 Example PMBP - 37 – Contractor – Pre-Con Request Example 
 

Use your District Letterhead

 

BACK 
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Example PMBP - 37 –Contractor – Pre-Con Request Example (Cont’d) 
 

 

BACK 
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 Example PMBP - 37 –Contractor – Pre-Con Request Example (Cont’d) 
 

 

BACK 
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 Example PMBP - 40  - Chain of Command Example 
 
 
 
 

  

BACK 
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 Example PMBP - 45  – SWPPP Posting Example 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BACK 
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 Example PMBP - 46 – Status of Environmental Commitments (Green Sheets) 
 

 
 

BACK 
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 Example PMBP - 46 – Status of Environmental Commitments (Green Sheets) (Cont’d) 
 

 

BACK 
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 Example PMBP - 46 – Status of Environmental Commitments (Green Sheets) (Cont’d) 
 
 
 

 

BACK 
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 Example PMBP - 46 – Status of Environmental Commitments (Green Sheets) (Cont’d) 
 
 

 

BACK 
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 Example PMBP - 46 – Status of Environmental Commitments (Green Sheets) (Cont’d) 
 

 
 
 

BACK 
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 Example PMBP - 48  – Transmittal of Pre-Con Draft Minutes Example 
 
 

 

BACK 
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 Example PMBP - 49 – Transmittal of Pre-Con Minutes Example 
 
 

  

BACK 
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 Example PMBP - 49A – Pre-Con Minutes Cover Example 
 
 
Listed is the minimum information required by the Construction Division. 
 
 
Cover Sheet for Preconstruction Meeting Notes 
 
MEETING DATE – Enter correct information 
 
PROJECT NO – Enter correct information  
PROJECT NAME – Enter correct information  
CONTROL NO – Enter correct information 
CONT ID - Enter correct information 
PRIME CONTRACTOR – Enter correct information  
CATEGORIES– Groups Enter correct information and 10 
PROJECT MANAGER- Enter correct Project Manager 
 
NOTICE TO PROCEED DATE – Enter correct information 
REVISED STARTING DATE? – Enter correct information 
TIME METHOD – Enter correct information  
BID DAYS = Enter correct information 
INTERNAL TIME ALLOWANCES – Enter correct information 
MILESTONES – Enter correct information 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

BACK 
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 Example PMBP - 49B – Actual Pre-Con Minutes Example 
 
 

   Nebraska Department of Transportation  
 PRE-CONSTRUCTION CONFERENCE MINUTES 

Project Number:  NH-30-7(116) Blair - East 
Location: Blair City Council Chambers 

Time: 9:30-11:30   Date: June 16, 2010 
 

Blue – indicate notes taken.  
 Red – indicate follow-up conversations made. 

 
The Project Manager welcomed everyone, reminded all to turn cell phones to silent and that he was going 
to be using a voice recorder to record the meeting to help provide accurate notes. 

 
Started the meeting by going around the room and having everyone introduce themselves. 

 
INTRODUCTIONS 

 
Department of Transportation Personnel  

NDOT Project Manager   
  
Assistant District 2 Construction Engineer 
District 2 Quality Assurance Manager  
  

NDOT Construction Tech III 
NDOT Construction Tech II   
  
NDOT Maintenance Superintendent 
NDOT Maintenance Supervisor 

 
Contractor Personnel 
Prime – Tab Holding Company 

Bill Ringsdorf – Project Manager 
 

Subs -  
Rupert Construction - Concrete - Howard Scott 
Highway Signing - Traffic Control – Jason Teel 
Vierrigger Electric – Temporary Signals – Tim Vierregger  
                  Mike Vierregger 
Soil Tek - Seeding/Erosion Control – No Representative Present 
Interstate Improvements – Diamond Grinding – No Representative Present 
Safety Guard, Inc. - Guardrail – No Representative Present 
Midwest Coating – Joint Sealing – No Representative Present 

 
Government Officials 

City of Blair - Allen Schoemaker – Director of Public Works 
Washington County Roads - Cheryl Parsons 
Iowa DOT - No Representative Present  

Others 
 Union Pacific Railroad - Mike Blackley 

     Rick Brady  
 

BACK 
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 Example PMBP - 49B – Actual Pre-Con Minutes Example (Cont’d) 
 
Utility Companies 

Northwest Iowa Power Coop - Keith Schiltz 
American Broadband (Formerly Huntel Systems) - Pat Edwards 
City of Blair - Allen Schoemaker 

 Omaha Public Power District - No Representative Present 
Black Hills Energy - No Representative Present  
 

UTILITY COMPANIES PROPOSED WORK 
 

For this meeting, we included the UPRR as a Utility: 
 
Review Contract Special Provisions "Status of Utilities". (Pages 44 & 45 of Contract) 
Contact List for Utilities: 

 Omaha Public Power District – Steve Kojdecki (402) 658-6319 
Northwest Iowa Power Coop – Keith Schiltz (712) 456-3553 

Black Hills Energy– Paul Dodson (402) 437-1870 
American Broadband (Formerly Huntel Systems) – Pat Edwards (402) 426-6231 

City of Blair – Allen Schoemaker (402) 426-4191  
 Union Pacific Railroad – Mike Blackley (402) 544-2029 Main Contact 

Kyle Vedder (402) 501-3846 Road Master 
Rick Brady (402) 681-5837 Signals 

 
Comments and possible conflicts from the utility companies: 
OPPD:  Steve Kojdecki … 
Northwest Iowa Power Coop:  Keith said that his company … 
Black Hills Energy:  an e-mail from Paul Dodson … 
American Broadband (Formerly Huntel):  Pat (ABB) said that they … 
City of Blair:  Allen (Blair) indicated … 
UPRR:  Mike (UPRR) pointed out two issues UPRR have….   
 
The PM spoke with Traffic Engineering in Lincoln and Kent Wohlers - (402) 479-4594 he will come 
out an assist when the temporary signals are being set-up. 
 

NEBRASKA ONE CALL NOTIFICATION 
 
PM reminded everyone of the one call requirements. 
 
It is the law; anyone who digs a hole, pushes a pipe through the ground, or even moves a 
stockpile of gravel must contact Diggers Hotline first. The number is 1-800-331-5666. 
 
Schedule an on-site meeting prior to construction. (If necessary) 
 
This completed the utility portion of the meeting and utility companies and the UPRR were 
allowed to leave. 
 

CONTRACTORS PROPOSED WORK SCHEDULE: 
 
Starting Date: Contract Start Date 7-6-2010, 50 working days allowed. 

BACK 
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 Example PMBP - 49B – Actual Pre-Con Minutes Example (Cont’d) 
 
Staging Schedule and/or sequence of Operation: 
 

a.) Schedule with copies provided by Prime Contractor as per Section 108.07  
of the Standard Specifications.  

 
b.) Identify CCO with Prime Contractor on Schedule provided. 
 

Special Provisions references to scheduling: 
 
Pages 45 & 46 of the special provisions refer to “Special Prosecution & Progress” for 
this project. 
 
Bill (Tab) gave the PM a tentative schedule … 
 
Bill’s (Tab) schedule follows the required phasing indicated …. 
 
The schedule doesn’t show work on Saturdays,… 

 
The PM spoke with M&R in Lincoln and they have allowed this work to take place after the grinding in the 
past. 

RIGHT OF WAY 
 

a) Status of ROW purchases for the project. - Page 44 of Contract 
There are no R.O.W. issues on this project 

 
b) Review any specific agreements that are applicable 

None 
 

c) All parties are reminded that highway right-of-way abuts upon private property. Any infringement 
or trespassing upon such private property could cause damage that would become a liability to 
the person or organization involved. Maintaining good relations with the public (especially 
private property owners) is very important. 
 
Note the locations on page 46 of the contract for area that the Contractor can’t use. 

 
The PM reminded everyone that if they are planning to ‘stage’ or ‘camp’ on private property, they 
should consider having a written agreement before the move onto the property.  This may save 
headaches down the line. 

PROJECT SUPERVISION 
(Section 105.05, Para 3) 
The Contractor shall at all times have on the work, as his agent, a competent superintendent capable of 
reading and thoroughly understanding the plans and specifications, thoroughly experienced in the type 
of work being performed, who shall receive instructions from the engineer or his authorized 
representatives.  The superintendent shall have full authority to execute the orders or directions of the 
engineer without delay, and promptly to supply such materials, equipment, tools, labor, and incidentals 
as may be required.  Such superintendence shall be furnished irrespective of the amount of work 
sublet. 

BACK 
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 Example PMBP - 49B – Actual Pre-Con Minutes Example (Cont’d) 
 
The prime Contractor shall submit in writing, to the Project Manager in charge, the name of this 
authorized representative on the project. Representatives will be empowered to coordinate with all 
operations of subcontractors and negotiate with the Project Manager any questions concerning extra 
work, including extra work performed by a subcontractor. If the prime Contractor wishes, this 
representative may be a subcontractor’s employee that is present when the work on the project is being 
performed. 
 

Bill (Tab) provided a complete list with his company’s superintendent’s names and phone 
numbers. 
 
Primary name is Matt Troge – 402-510-3687 
 

SUBCONTRACTORS 
 
All subcontractors must be approved by the Construction Division prior to the subcontractor starting 
work. 

• Items to be sublet and names of subcontractors. (Provided by Contractor.) 
Current approved Sub-Contractors are:  
 
Rupert Construction - Concrete repair (Partial) 
Highway Signing - Traffic Control  

 Vierrigger Electric – Temporary Signals  
Soil Tek - Seeding/Erosion Control 
Interstate Improvements – Diamond Grinding  
Safety Guard, Inc. - Guardrail  
Midwest Coating – Joint Sealing  
 

• On all projects, prime Contractors must submit their subcontractor requests to the 
Construction Division in a letter or FAX.  

  
• The prime Contractor is responsible for E.E.O. and minimum wage compliance by his 

subcontractors, in addition to fulfilling the terms of his contract. 
 
• In the event a prime Contractor elects not to subcontract and instead "carry the people 

on the payroll", the District Engineer and/or his/her authorized representative may 
perform the following checks: 

1) Request to see on a random basis and before distributing the payroll checks of 
the men in question. 

 
2) Request a copy of the lease agreement on equipment to verify that 

compensation is on a time period basis rather than the amount of work 
accomplished. 

 
3) Check material supplier invoices or billings to insure that the prime Contractor is 

or will make payment for the materials used in the work in question. 
 

4) Check the prime Contractor's payrolls to determine if the people in question and 
their supervisor(s) are included on the payrolls. 

BACK 
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 Example PMBP - 49B – Actual Pre-Con Minutes Example (Cont’d) 

 
CONTRACT DOCUMENTS 

 
Contractors must see that copies of plans, specifications, and special provisions are available at all 
times to their representatives on the project. Contractors will be responsible for keeping their field 
representatives informed and supplied with all revisions. 

 
The PM reminded Bill (Tab) that he is responsible to assure that all of his sub’s comply with the 
E.E.O. requirements , self evaluations and wages rates listed in the contract. 
 
Since there is some ARRA funding in this project, there are additional reports and forms that need 
to be filled out and submitted. (I.e. Monthly employment report, etc.) 
 
Bill (Tab) handed out to the sub-Contractors present, and will mail to those not, a packet that 
covered forms required (1273), wage rates , etc. 
 
Bill (Tab) reminded his sub’s that failure to provide the required forms by the dates specified will 
result in the NDOT not processing estimates. 

 
Payrolls are required.  They will be submitted to The PM through Tab.  NDOT and possibly FHWA 
employees will be doing ‘wage rate’ interviews at some point during the life of the project. 
 
Bill (Tab) will need to provide a temporary erosion control plan and a critical path schedule before 
work begins. 
 
Bill (Tab) pointed out that all correspondence to the NDOT should go through his office. 

 
DISCUSSION OF PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS, SPECIAL PROVISIONS AND SPECIAL NOTES ON PLANS. 

Special provisions. 
 

There are 3 addendums for this project. 

Number 3 voids Number 1 and deals with the Davis-Bacon wage rates. 

Number 2 ties groups together 
Pages 3 thru 12 – Federal – Aid Construction Contracts 

No comments recorded. 
Pages 13 thru 23 – EEO & Wage Rates 

Addendum No. 3 sets wage rates for the project 
Page 24 – General Conditions 

Addendum No. 2 revises the last paragraph of this section 
Pages 24 & 25 – American Recovery and Reinvestment Act 

This covers the forms and reports required by ARRA projects. 

Forms need to be completed on-line. 

PM reminded everyone that estimates will not be paid if this paperwork in not turned in.  

>>> Minutes Cont’d>>> 

BACK 
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 Example PMBP - 49B – Actual Pre-Con Minutes Example (Cont’d) 
 
Page 135 – Dowel Bars 

No comments recorded. 

Page 135 – Proposal Guaranty 
No comments recorded. 
 

Internal liquidated Damages 
No comments made. 

 
Omissions and discrepancies in plans. 

The PM pointed out that there appears to be an error in the end station of the diamond grinding, 
10086+74 should be 10085+04.  The small bridge was missed.   
 
A maintenance asphalt patch has been placed since the project was designed.  This patch hid an 
existing approach slab The PM has M&R looking at options of how to deal with this area. 

 
The roadway typical should not have “doweled “on shoulder areas. 

 
Pre letting questions  

No questions received. 
 
Proposed change orders and supplemental agreements. 

There is an extra level of approval for CO/SA’s, The FHWA will approval all CO/SA’s prior to work 
being done.  The PM was told that the average turn-around is 10-14 days on a CO/SA. 

   
Plan Details 

No questions received. 
 

LABOR, PAYROLLS, WAGE RATES, TRAINING, AND E.E.O. 
 

E.E.O. Officer:  PENDING 
   

1.) The Project Manager provides applicable posters   
  a.) Wage Rate Information Poster (FHWA 1495) 
  b.) Wage Rate Schedule (listed in Contracts) 
  c.) False Statement Poster 
  d.) State of Nebraska E.E.O. Poster 
  e.) Federal E.E.O. Poster  
The PM gave Bill (Tab) all of the required posters, and discussed installation. 
 

E.E.O. 
Requires Form PR-1391 Federal Aid Highway Construction Contractors Annual E.E.O. Report. 
Required for all Prime Contractors 
Required for all Sub-Contractors whose work is $10,000 or more, Form is for the month of July. 
Self-Analysis forms are required to be submitted by each Contractor to the Minority Business 
Office once each year, includes subcontractors over $10,000. 
 

Training:  None 
 

BACK 
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 Example PMBP - 49B – Actual Pre-Con Minutes Example (Cont’d) 
 

PARTNERING 
 
Under the contract system used in highway construction, Contractors aim to perform the work 
contracted and NDOT Engineers see that the work performed, is done according to project plans and 
Specifications. Since these aims are essentially the same, Engineer-Contractor relations should be 
conducted in a spirit of mutual cooperation within the framework of the Specifications and with the 
best interest of both contracting parties. Establishing a cooperative and collaborative working 
relationship may result in improved quality and fewer unresolved contract issues. This is the goal of 
"Partnering”.  Contractors should do no less than required by contract, nor should they expect 
compensation for work done that was not required. Good relations can be promoted by keeping an 
open line of communication and advising Contractors when they are doing unacceptable work before 
such work is completed. 
 

Establish time and place for a brief weekly meeting. 
 

 
The PM will arrange a time with Matt (Tab) and set up a schedule. 

 
AWP 

 
The NDOT has updated all projects to AWP; it is one of the most powerful software support systems 
available to transportation agencies. It seamlessly integrates field-based data collection, administration 
of contract records, Contractor payments, project-oriented civil rights monitoring, and materials 
management. All this is combined with a state-of-the-art, client/server environment and is available to 
field, project, district, laboratory and central office personnel. 

 
1.) Payments and Working Days  

a) Payments remain as per Standard Specifications for partial payments. 
b) Contractor to print estimates from NDOT home page. 

c) Working days will be distributed as usual.  When working time is being charged, the 
Project Manager will prepare and furnish the Contractor the "Weekly Progress/Working 
Day Report" showing working days charged that week. Objections to days charged must 
be made in writing by the Contractor within 14 calendar days after receipt of the report. 
Objections based on delays due to unavailability of materials should be accompanied by 
copies of orders placed, acceptance of orders, and promised dates of delivery. All other 
objections must be accompanied with documentation of the reason for objection. The 
Project Manager will respond to the objection, indicating acceptance of the claim or 
reasons for rejection. 

 
2.) Project Quantities - Review and Explain DWR 

AWP sometimes denies estimate until the required certifications have been 
received. 

 
The PM explained how AWP works and the need to get certifications in promptly, to avoid delays 
in estimate approvals. 

 
 
 

BACK 
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 Example PMBP - 49B – Actual Pre-Con Minutes Example (Cont’d) 

 
TRAFFIC CONTROL 

 
THE CONTRACTOR WILL PROVIDE FHWA CERTIFICATIONS STATING THAT ALL APPLICABLE DEVICES 
USED ON THIS PROJECT HAVE MET THE “CRASH WORTHLY” REQUIREMENTS OF NCHRP 350 

 
1.) Review Sign Plan:  

a) The signs checked out to the project will be the ones required that be returned at 
the end of the project. NDOT will not accept any sign but those originally checked 
out to the project.  

b) Signs that are missing either by loss, theft or damage beyond reuse will be billed 
to that project. The Quality Standards Booklet will be used for assessing the 
signs returned.  

 
2.) Contractor is to install all signs as per the approved sign plan and all MUTCD and other 

applicable specifications.  They should be maintained in their proper position and in a 
clean condition. 
   

a.) Barricades are furnished by the Contractor. 
b.) Letter of Certification stating the brand and model of barricade lights proposed 

to be used.  
c.) Maintaining spare parts on the project site. 
d.) Checking barricades and signs at frequent intervals daily. 
e.) Phone numbers of person or persons to call at NIGHT if barricades, signs or 

devices are down or not working. 
Name and Number    
Pending 
 

The PM gave Bill (Tab) 2 copies of the traffic control plan.  Jason (HS) said that he will try and 
get signs installed by 7-6-10. 
 
The PM asked Jason (HS) to make sure he helps set up any flagging stations and check the 
certifications of any flaggers on the project. 
 
The PM will keep the District 2 Operation Center informed. 

 
MATERIALS 

1) Prompt submittal of Certificates of Compliance, Certified Analysis etc. to 
ensure payment. 

a.) Project Manager will provide a job specific list from Materials and Tests.  
 

2.) List of Suppliers and Plants to be used. 
3.) Contractors Borrow Pits 

Contractor shall submit for approval all borrow locations as per Section 205.02, 
paragraph 7 of the Standard Specifications 

4.)  Stockpiled Materials 
   a.)  Steel Plates and Shapes as per Memo dated June 15th, 2000. 
   b.)  All other materials 

BACK 
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Upon presentation by the Contractor of receipted bills, payments may also be allowed for acceptable 
nonperishable materials purchased expressly to be incorporated into the work and delivered in the 
vicinity of the project or stored in acceptable storage places with Nebraska. 
The amount to be included in the payment will be determined by the Engineer, but in no case shall it 
exceed 100 percent of the value of the materials as shown by the receipted bills. This value may not 
exceed the appropriate portion of the value of the contract item or items in which such materials are to 
be incorporated, nor shall the quantity in any case exceed the total estimated quantity required to 
complete the project. 
 
Payment will not be approved when the value of such materials, as determined by the Engineer, 
amounts to less than $2,000.00, when the progress of the work is not in accordance with the 
requirements set forth in Subsection 108.07, or when the material can reasonably be expected to be 
incorporated into the work within 30 days. 
 
Deductions at rates and in amounts which are equal to the payments will be made from estimates as 
the materials are incorporated in the work. 
Payment for the materials shall not in itself constitute acceptance, and any materials which do not 
conform to the specifications shall be rejected in accordance with Section 106.05, paragraph 2 of the 
Standard Specifications. 
 

SAFETY 
 
Contractor must comply with provisions of the Federal and State Occupational Safety and Health Acts. 

1.) The Contractor is requested to post a written safety program including the following, 
before starting work.  

i. The designated safety officer on the project 
ii. Methods of conveying safety information to employees. 
iii. Plans for maintaining safety consciousness among employees. 
iv. Manner in which he/she will assure compliance by a subcontractor. 
v. Plans for meeting basic safety requirements - arrangements for first aid,  
vi. Medical attention, sanitation, personnel protective equipment, traffic  
vii. Control and storage of fuels and explosives. 
viii. Plans for eliminating potential hazards associated with the work. 

2.) The inspector will refuse to inspect any work which may constitute an imminent danger 
situation, such as un-shored trenches with vertical walls more than 5 feet, etc. Also, 
payment for such work may be withheld and, should the Contractor persist in working 
under such conditions, the work may be suspended as a last resort. The inspector will 
conduct periodic safety inspections during the progress of the work. 

 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 

BURIAL SITES 
Contractor has 48 hours to file notice with the County Sheriff when burial 
sites are discovered. 
 

WATER POLLUTION & WETLANDS 
1.) Review and discuss transmittal of environmental documents from the Construction 

Division. 
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2.) On all projects, the Contractor must comply with Section 201.01, including  
 the submission for approval of specific plans for accomplishing temporary  
 erosion control work, before beginning the applicable construction. 

 
MISC. TOPICS 

 
The PM went around the room and found no questions or comments.   
Allen (Blair) asked if there was going to be a handout made to give to the businesses 

along the roadway to keep them informed. 
The meeting then adjourned. 

 
ACTION ITEMS 

 
No action items recorded 
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 Example PMBP - 54 –Contractor’s Schedule Example 

 
 
Analyzing Schedule for Reasonableness 
 
Does the schedule reflect a reasonable plan and is it doable? 
 
Check Schedule for: 

• Sufficient level of detail 
• Activity durations and associated production rates 
• Inflated durations or unnecessary use of lags 
• Time for work by the Department and 3rd parties 
• Proposed overall sequence of work make sense 
• Project critical path makes sense, no gaps 
• Shows calendar restriction and out of season work 
• No unnecessary use of constraints* 
• There are not too many overlapping activities and that there are available 

resources to support the schedule 
• Excessive amount of work at any one location or time 
• Known or foreseeable issues are shown 

 
*Constraints in the software force the program to make an activity happen when it’s not 
logical and forcing it to be the critical path. They can put a hard date to start an activity, 
taking away the flow and logic from the program. 
 
 
If something doesn’t look correct with the schedule provided ask the Contractor to give 
more details.  
 
If an activity does not show enough detail, ask for an activity to be broken down into 
smaller and more manageable activities. 
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 Example PMBP - 54 –Contractor’s Schedule Example 
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 Example PMBP - 58 – Mailbox Relocation Notification Example 
 

 
 
 

Date:  July 1, 2008    
 
To:  Local Postal Patron 
 
From:  Ray Trujillo 
  Project Manager 
 
Subject: Project STPD 79-3(106) 
  North of North Bend 
 
Greetings, 
 As you have noticed, work has begun on Hwy 79.  This work will require the temporary 
relocation of your existing mailbox and support to a location outside the limits of construction.  This 
temporary location should be approved by your mail carrier. 
 
 At the conclusion of the highway improvements, the Department of Transportation will install 
safety mailbox supports as part of the highway project at no cost to the mailbox owner. 
 
 These safety mailbox supports are required to meet federal regulations.  Any mailbox support 
that does not comply with these safety regulations will be removed. 
 
 The mailbox owner will be required to attach their mailbox to the post and maintain the safety 
mailbox support.  Repair parts will be available at the Department of Transportation Fremont 
Maintenance Headquarters at no cost. 
 
 Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or concerns. 
 
Thank You 
 
 
Ray Trujillo 
Project Manager 
(402) 727-3292 x292 
 
 
xc: Postmaster 
 File 
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 Example PMBP - 59 – Memo from Construction Division – Notice to Proceed Example 
 
 
CONTRACTOR’S NOTICE TO PROCEED 

Project managers should keep in mind that the tentative starting date shown in the 
Proposal is just that --- tentative. While the Department may establish a tentative start date 
based on local circumstances, projected or required completion date of the work, or other 
factors, most projects have some flexibility in determining the date when the Contractor is 
actually authorized or directed to begin work. 

In some cases, the Department may identify a “no later than” or “no sooner than” date for 
starting work.  When those conditions exist, they will be spelled out in the Proposal.   

The Construction Division in Lincoln is responsible for issuing the Notice to Proceed to 
the Contractor. This is true for both NDOT projects and LPA projects. An important thing to keep 
in mind is that we expect a Notice to Proceed to be issued before the Contractor begins any 
work on the site. The Standard Specifications provide for a number of tasks that can be 
performed before the tentative or anticipated beginning date; and the Proposals sometimes 
show an official “tentative start date” while including language describing work that can be done 
before that date without the charge of days to the contract. Regardless, even though working 
days or calendar days might not be charged, a Notice to Proceed should be in place to document 
the Department’s --- or owner’s --- approval of the Contractor working on the project.  Additionally, 
diary entries and working day reports need to be created to document what work actually 
occurred.  

Realizing that circumstances for the Contractors can --- and do --- change in the field, the 
Construction Division does not usually issue the Notice to Proceed document too far in advance 
of the tentative start date. History has shown that issuing the Notice to Proceed far in advance 
of the tentative start date usually results in the need to issue a revised Notice. 

If some notification hasn’t already been received from the project manager or Contractor 
about an early start or late start, the Construction Division will attempt to contact the project 
manager (or “responsible charge” on an LPA project) about two weeks prior to the tentative start 
date to confirm the tentative start date as a sure thing.   The project manager or RC should not 
“confirm” the date without having talked to the Contractor to determine what is planned ---- and 
then that that information needs to be shared with the Construction Division. While the 
Construction Division encourages project managers to be proactive in this task sooner, two 
weeks is generally about as late as you should wait to discuss the starting date with the 
Contractor --- just in case other arrangements need to be made if the work will not start as 
planned. 

Early start requests and late start requests from a Contractor should be sent directly to 
the Construction Division.  Most are, but some are sent to the project manager --- and they should 
promptly be forwarded to the Construction Division.  When early start or late start requests are 
received in the Construction Division, no action will be taken before discussing the request with 
the affected district or RC unless requests forwarded from the districts or local public agency 
already include an affirmative statement that the suggested date is acceptable. 
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 Example PMBP - 59 – Memo from Construction Division – Notice to Proceed (Cont’d) 
 
While we are interested in all such requests to change the starting date, late start requests 

on asphaltic concrete paving projects are of greatest interest to us. The starting dates for 
asphaltic concrete paving projects are established by calculating backwards from the latest 
possible finish date permitted (October 31, plus or minus).  Early starts are easy to grant, but 
late starts may require some negotiation with the Contractor. In some cases, the contract may 
need to be supplemented with some special disincentives for not completing the asphalt work 
by a certain date. For this reason, it is necessary that the request to start late on an asphalt 
project is not delayed until the last minute. 

 
Early start requests on Federal-aid projects receive some extra review in Lincoln.   

According to Department policy, our Environmental Section needs to review all early start 
requests on Federal-aid projects ---- including the LPA projects.     

 
Construction Division 
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 Example PMBP - 59A – Contractor – Notice to Proceed Example 
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 Example PMBP - 60 – New Project Information Form Example 
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 Example PMBP – 61  – NDOT Form 44 – Speed Zone Authorization Example 
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 Example PMBP - 62 – Letter to Police Example 
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 Example PMBP - 63 – Letter to County Sheriff Example 
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 Example PMBP - 64 – Letter to State Patrol Example 
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 Example PMBP - 65 – Memo to District Permits Office Example 
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 Example PMBP - 66 – NDOT Form 471 Log of Work Area Speed Zones Example 
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 Example PMBP - 67 – AWP Key/Critical Dates (w/ Responsible Parties) 
 
AWP KEY DATES 

All Dates hi-lighted in Red AWP Dates the Project Manager is responsible for entering.  
 
There are a few dates that are marked with double asterisks **.   These are Dates that may, or may 
not apply to specific situations. 
 
CRITICAL DATES - No entries required by Project Managers in Critical Dates. 
 
INFORMATION TIMES - Located in Contract Admin>Contract Administration>Information 
Times 
 
Contractor Actually Started Work     Project Manager 
(The first day the Contractor physically started work on the project.) 
 
Contractor Acceptance of Final Quantities Date**  Project Manager ** 
(This is the date the Contractor actually signs the Concurrence form. The Contractor is allowed 
14 days from the date of delivery to review and sign the Concurrence form.  If the Contractor 
does not respond within that time frame, this is also considered Concurrence.  Date of delivery 
on the Certified Mail Receipt + 14 days.) 
 
District Reviewer Clearance     District Reviewer 
 
Erosion Control Plan Received Date    Project Manager 
(Depending on the type of project, retain a copy of the plan in the SWPP book, or the District 
file.  Enter the date you receive the Erosion Control plan. This should occur prior to the start of 
any work on the project.) 
 
Final Acceptance by NDOT      Lincoln 
Final Acceptance Letter Date     Lincoln 
Final Audit        Lincoln 
Final Received in Lincoln Construction Office   Lincoln 
Material Certificate       Materials & Research 
Notice for Work to Begin      Lincoln 
 
Project Completion Date      Project Manager 
(This date is typically the last day the Contractor performs any work on the project.  This is 
also the date “in” the District Engineer’s Letter of Acceptance to the Contractor, which states 
that the project is complete and is hereby tentatively accepted as of that date.) 
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 Example PMBP - 67 – AWP Key/Critical Dates (w/ Responsible Parties) (Cont’d) 
 
Project Released to Controller     Lincoln 
 
Punch List Complete**      Project Manager ** 
(Date the Contractor has satisfactorily completed the punch list.) 
 
Punch List to Contractor**      Project Manager ** 
(Date the PM/Engineer submits a list of incomplete/unacceptable work to the Contractor that 
requires completion prior to any acceptance of the project, or portion thereof.) 
 
Project Schedule Received Date     Lincoln 
(Submit a copy of Contractor’s Progress Schedule to Lincoln Construction office prior to the 
start any work on the project.  Submit revised schedules as necessary.) 
 
Quantity Acceptance Letter Sent to Contractor   Project Manager  
(Date of Certified Mail receipt when the Concurrence form is sent to the Contractor.) 
 
Railroad Insurance Cancelled Dates    Lincoln 
 
Railroad Insurance Effective Dates    Lincoln 
 
Railroad Work Done- “xxxx” (appropriate RR initials) ** Project Manager** 
(This date is a required entry if your project has work on Railroad ROW.  Enter the date that 
work is completed on Railroad ROW.) 
 
Ready for Final Inspection**     Project Manager ** 
(Date PM requests final inspection from the DE) 
 
Tentative Start Date       Lincoln 
 
Traffic Control Plan Submitted Date    Project Manager 
(Enter the date the Traffic Control Plan is approved, or if using the Standard Plans, enter the 
Notice to Proceed Date) 
 
Work Resumed Date**      Project Manager** 
(This date is required if the work on the project is resuming after a suspension.) 
 
Work Suspended Date**      Project Manager** 
(This date is required if the work on the project is suspended.)  
 
Checklist Scheduled Events - Located in Contract Admin / Contract Records / Checklist 
Scheduled events / create New / select Final Payroll Received Date from drop down list 
 
Final Payroll Received Date    Project Manager** 
(Date the last payroll is received and all payrolls are accounted for.) 
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 Example PMBP - 67 – AWP Key/Critical Dates (w/ Responsible Parties) (Cont’d) 
 
 
Checklist Event Dates 
Immigration Verification Certification Date   Lincoln 
 
MILESTONES - Located in Contract Admin / Contract Records / Milestones 
Prior to the start of work on the project, check for Milestone Dates.  Be Aware, Site Manager 
will AUTOMATICALLY start incentive/disincentive payments if you do not enter a Milestone 
Date once it has been met.  Set up a reminder in your Lotus Notes Calendar prior to the 
Milestone Date if necessary.   
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 Example PMBP - 68 – Suggested AWP Diary Remarks 
 

AWP Diary Remarks 
 
Accident: Details as necessary 
CCO: List the controlling operation each day. 
CCO Hours: Time spent on CCO 
EEO Issues: seldom used.   
Environmental Issues: Listing of environmental topics, some of this is now in ECOD. 
General: Major developments of any important matters pertaining to the contract such as:  

• Any understanding with the contractor or his representative. 
• Record of important conversations or verbal discussions with the contractor relative to 

the work. These statements shall be specific, an entry as: "Told the contractor that ***" 
is not satisfactory, whereas, "I told Jones that ***" is satisfactory; or "The contractor 
seems to feel that his progress is satisfactory" should be written, "Jones said that he is 
not worried, that he will make up for lost time in June and July with more men on the 
whereas a statement of the conversation is important job". A general conclusion as to 
the effect of a conversation in not helpful; 

• Important verbal instructions should also be confirmed by letter. 
• Dates on which major equipment or sizeable work forces are moved onto or away from 

the job. 
• List general location where equipment is working each day, and a record of major 

equipment not working or idle for repairs. 
• Detail information regarding equipment and cost of exploratory work made by the 

contractor on any state designated pit. The Construction Division will then have 
supporting information on costs submitted by the contractor in case he is obliged 
because of inadequate or unsuitable material to move to a new location. 

• Work or materials rejected and reasons. 
• Account of any time spent by contractor's men or equipment on disputable items or 

work. 
• Length or cause of any delay. 
• Record of emails and telephone calls. 
• Property owner remarks. 
• Unusual conditions, if any, such as high water, bridge failures, slides, etc. 
• Progress of surveying and/or staking. 
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 Example PMBP - 68 – Suggested AWP Diary Remarks (Cont’d) 
 
Personnel Remarks: Details as necessary 
Safety Violations: not typically used 
Shutdown Orders: Time of shutting down of work or resuming of work and explanations. 
Staff Remarks: Record of NDOT staff on project, not a copy of the inspector’s DWR. 
Traffic: Record of traffic specific issues.  Shifts, detours, etc. 
Visitor: Official visitors and inspections. 
Weather: Weather conditions during the day, noting rain, exceptional wind, maximum and 
minimum temperatures, etc. If possible, show amount of rainfall.  Generally, this data is found 
in the inspector’s DWR. 
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 Example PMBP - 73 – Estimate “Installed This Estimate” Example 
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 Example PMBP - 74 – NDOT Form 188 – Work Order Example 
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 Example PMBP - 74A – Construction Division’s Suggestions for CO/SA’s 
 
Suggestions for Improved Change Order Explanations 
 
Anything that can be done to make our explanations clearer and more meaningful is going to help us 
all in more ways than one. 

 

Here are a few suggestions: 

 

When it comes to justifying the price or cost of new items of work, the best approach is to just type 
an explanation that says why you are willing to submit the change order with that price. Please avoid 
using the “canned” explanation in AWP that says, “The agreed unit price was negotiated and is 
considered reasonable.” That is no longer acceptable. I considered removing it from the list of 
options, but have been told we can’t do that in order to maintain the historical integrity of the data. 

 

Something like this would be better: 

 

“The negotiated price is considered acceptable because it is reasonably close to the current AUP”, or 

“The negotiated price is acceptable because it is reasonably close the price recently bid on Project 
XXX”. 

 

If you can grab the now-forbidden “canned” explanation and edit it appropriately, that will be OK. For 
example, “The agreed unit price was negotiated and is considered reasonable because………………….” 

 

We understand that there will be times when the price for extra work seems too high, maybe even 
unreasonable. Sometimes the Contractor or the situation just has us over a barrel and we need to get 
the work done. When that type of situation occurs, just make sure it’s been discussed in the district 
and put an explanation on the change order to indicate that.  

 

For example, “The negotiated prices are higher than desirable, but are considered acceptable 
because of --- the limited quantities ---- the remoteness of the location ---- the emergency nature of 
the extra work” ----- or whatever the reason is that leads you to your willingness to accept the price. 

 

At this point, I have no problem with making a statement that the prices for extra work are based 
upon invoices, actual hours and wages, Blue Book rental rates, etc. --- if that is the case and the 
method used --- and then indicating that the records are on file.  

 

We hope the FHWA will not become insistent that all that data be included on the actual change order. 
Be prepared, however, if we must direct you otherwise in the future. 
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 Example PMBP - 74A – Construction Division’s Suggestions for CO/SA’s (Cont’d) 
  
“State Representatives” and “Project Managers” 
 

“State Representatives” will be taking on an increased presence and certainly increased duties and 
responsibilities on the LPA and Enhancement projects in the near future. Very near future. In an effort 
to make some things a little more clear, please stop using the “canned” explanation in AWP that says, 
“Invoice(s) are on file in State Representative’s file” ---- unless you really are dealing with a change 
order on an LPA or Enhancement project. We see quite a few of those on our own projects, and they 
really haven’t been a serious problem --- but just need to make a clearer distinction from this point 
forward. Jim Ferguson will create a new “canned” explanation that says, “Invoice(s) are on file in the 
Project Manager’s records”. You can use it when it’s appropriate. 

 

Don’t get too put out with us if we send a few change orders back for a massage. 

 

I’m forwarding this FHWA Inspection report so that you can see the checklists being used by the 
FHWA when they review the ARRA projects.   

 

Please take special note of the section on the “Contracts Administration Checklist” that refers to 
“CONTRACT CHANGES”.   If you can address and document as many of these 10 checklist questions 
when you create a change order --- especially on Federal-aid projects of any kind, the change order is 
probably more likely to escape suspicion or criticism by the FHWA and this office.   The references 
on the checklist are to 23 CFR. 

 

§ 635.120 Changes and extra work. 

 
(a) Following authorization to proceed with a project, all major changes in the plans and contract 

provisions and all major extra work shall have formal approval by the Division Administrator in 
advance of their effective dates. However, when emergency or unusual conditions justify, the 
Division Administrator may give tentative advance approval orally to such changes or extra work 
and ratify such approval with formal approval as soon thereafter as practicable.  

 

(b) For non-major changes and non-major extra work, formal approval is necessary but such approval 
may be given retroactively at the discretion of the Division Administrator. The State 
Transportation Department (STD) should establish and document with the Division 
Administrator’s concurrence specific parameters as to what constitutes a non-major change and 
non-major extra work. 

 

(c) Changes in contract time, as related to contract changes or extra work, should be submitted at 
the same time as the respective work change for approval by the Division Administrator.  
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 Example PMBP - 74A – Construction Division’s Suggestions for CO/SA’s (Cont’d) 
  

 

(d) In establishing the method of payment for contract changes or extra work orders, force account 
procedures shall only be used when strictly necessary, such as when agreement cannot be 
reached with the Contractor on the price of a new work item, or when the extent of work is 
unknown or is of such character that a price cannot be determined to a reasonable degree of 
accuracy. The reason or reasons for using force account procedures shall be documented. 

 

(e) The STD shall perform and adequately document a cost analysis of each negotiated contract 
change or negotiated extra work order. The method and degree of the cost analysis shall be 
subject to the approval of the Division Administrator.  

 

 

(f) Proposed changes and extra work involved in nonparticipating operations that may affect the 
design or participating construction features of a project, shall be subject to review and 
concurrence by the Division Administrator. 

 

§ 635.121 Contract time and contract time extensions. 

 
(a) The STD should have adequate written procedures for the determination of contract time. These 

procedures should be submitted for approval to the Division Administrator within 6 months of the 
effective date of this Final Rule. 
 

(b) Contract time extensions granted by a STD shall be subject to the concurrence of the Division 
Administrator and will be considered in determining the amount of Federal participation. Contract 
time extensions submitted for approval to the Division Administrator, shall be fully justified and 
adequately documented. 
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 Example PMBP - 74B – NDOT Form 58 – Force Account Agreement Example 
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 Example PMBP - 74C – Force Account Agreement ‘Supporting Documentation’ Example 
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 Example PMBP – 74C – F.A. Agreement ‘Supporting Documentation’ Example (Cont’d) 
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 Example PMBP – 74C – F.A. Agreement ‘Supporting Documentation’ Example (Cont’d) 
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 Example PMBP – 74C – F.A. Agreement ‘Supporting Documentation’ Example (Cont’d) 
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 Example PMBP - 74D – NDOT Form 204– Weekly Force Account Statement Example 
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 Example PMBP - 76 – Verification of DBE Commitment Example 
 

Visit the Civil Rights webpage for guidance on DBE and On-the-Job Training (OJT)  
 

Computations to verify DBE Commitment 
 

On the cover sheet of your contract you will find the DBE commitment for the Project and 
under the Bid Sheets you will find the DBE List Summary with DBE Goal. 
For this example we’ll use this Project:  
 

 
 
 
The Original contract value of this Project was $16,300,982.07, so a 2% goal would equal 
$320,019.64. This matches the DBE List Summary in the Contract. 
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 Example PMBP - 76 – Verification of DBE Commitment Example (Cont’d) 
 
In AWP, you will need to get to the “Contract Administration” tab on the Home page. Then 
choose your project. 
 

 
 
Next, choose “Current DBE Commitments” or “Approved DBE Commitments 
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 Example PMBP - 76 – Verification of DBE Commitment Example (Cont’d) 
 
Next, you will see the DBE Venders and you can find information on each one by dropping 
down on the DBE Vendor list. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
As long as these DBE subcontractors do all of the work they have sub-contracted, there will be 
no issues meeting the Project’s DBE goal. 
 
Remember to check this again at the end of the project.  Make sure to use the final dollar 
amount of the sub-let work as well as the final project cost in lieu of the plan numbers to verify 
the final DBE percentages.   
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 Example PMBP - 76A – NDOT Form 136 – Commercially Useful Function Example  
 

NDOT Standard Form 
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 Example PMBP - 77 – Stockpile Computations Example 
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 Example PMBP - 77 – Stockpile Computations Example (Cont’d) 
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 Example PMBP - 78 – Contractor “Borrow Pit Approval” Example 
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 Example PMBP - 78A – Letter from DEQ to Contractor “Discharge Permit” Example 
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 Example PMBP - 79 – Weekly Planning Meeting Agenda Example 
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 Example PMBP - 79 – Weekly Planning Meeting Agenda Example (Cont’d) 
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 Example PMBP - 79 – Weekly Planning Meeting Agenda Example (Cont’d) 
 
 

 
 
 

BEST PRACTICE TIP 
 

Always end the meeting by asking everyone in attendance if there is anything else.  If you 
give the Contractor/Sub-Contractors the opportunity at every meeting to bring things up, it is 
hard for them to say later they never had a chance to. 
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 Example PMBP - 79A – Agenda for Pre-Pour Conference Example 
 

PREPOUR CONFERENCE 

PROJECT NO _________________________________ 
DATE & TIME_________________________________ 
DATE OF POUR________________________________ 
TIMES: 
 A:  BATCH OUT______________________ 
 B:  ON SITE _________________________ 
QUANTITY OF CONCRETE: 

 A:  TOTAL ESTIMATED CUBIC YARDS________________________ 

 B:  CUBIC YARDS DELIVERED BEFORE BALANCE_______________________ 

 C:  CUBIC YARDS PER R/M TRUCK_____ 9 OR 10________ 

 D:  DESIRED RATE OF DELIVERY – CUBIC YARDS PER HOUR_____ YARDS_____ 

NUMBER OF R/M TRUCKS__________ 

USING RETARDER____________ 

WASHOUT LOCATION_______________________ 

DIRECTION BRIDGE MACHINE WILL PROGRESS_____________ 

METHOD OF CURE_________________________ 

METHOD OF THAWING BENTS, ABUTMENTS, AND REBAR______________________ 

METHOD OF PROTECTION FROM WEATHER______________________________ 

APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES WORKING DURING POUR______________ 

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES PLACING BURLAP_____________________ 

CONTRACTORS CONTACT TO REPORT PROBLEMS______________________ 

R/M CONTACT TO REPORT PROBLEMS___________________________ 

PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR RECORDING WEATHER AND CONCRETE CONDITIONS 

RM EQUIPMENT IN WORKING ORDER_______________________________ 

WILL THERE BE AN EXTRA MOTOR FOR BRIDGE MACHINE________________ 

ADDIDITIONAL DISCUSSION:  _________________________________________________________ 
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 Example PMBP - 79A – Agenda for Pre-Pour Conference Example (Cont’d) 
 
THOSE PRESENT:   

 
Name Company 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

 
BRIDGE POUR CHECKLIST 
TIME OF POUR___________________________________________________ 
STRAIGHT EDGE__________________________________________________ 
CURE MACHINE__________________________________________________ 
CURE__________________________________________________________ 
BRIDGING______________________________________________________ 
VIBRATORS_____________________________________________________ 
EXTENSION CORDS_______________________________________________ 
FLOATS________________________________________________________ 
RAKES_________________________________________________________ 
SHOVELES______________________________________________________ 
EDGERS________________________________________________________ 
PLASTIC________________________________________________________ 
BURLAP________________________________________________________ 
SPARE MOTOR___________________________________________________ 
SPARE CARRIAGE_________________________________________________ 
PAN____________________________________________________________ 
AUGERS_________________________________________________________ 
FINISH MACHINE NOTES:  __________________________________________ 
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 Example PMBP - 81 – NDOT 74 Cost Overrun/Underrun Notification Example 
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 Example PMBP - 81 – NDOT 74 Cost Overrun/Underrun Notification Example 
 
NDOT Form 74, Cost Overrun/Underrun Notification: 
 
Because the budget under which we currently operate is much leaner than in year’s past and is 
much more sensitive to fluctuations in expenditures, we are making some changes in the 
process. 
 
An NDOT-74 shall be completed for overruns/underruns** in total project cost* of $100,000 or 
more for which a change order has not yet been executed.  (NOTE:  The prior threshold of 
$50,000 has been increased to $100,000.)  Mindfulness is necessary as it is not always 
apparent when the costs will overrun/underrun** by more than $100,000.  However, as soon as 
an overrun/underrun of $100,000 is anticipated, then an NDOT-74 will be initiated by the 
Project Manager.  The NDOT-74 is available at \\dotfs\Public\DOTForms.  The Project 
Manager’s name must be shown in the “Prepared by” window, but an actual signature is not 
required to submit the NDOT-74 to the Construction Division. 
 
 
As soon as a PM becomes aware that it is LIKELY that the total project cost* will overrun** or 
underrun $100,000 or more: 

1. Discuss with the DE and DCE,  
2. DE or DCE sends an email, prior to authorizing the extra work, documenting the 

situation to Jim Knott with copies to Amy Starr, Mick Syslo, Brandon Varilek, and Kerri 
Halstead.  

a. Attach the NDOT-74 
i.  Identify the Project Contract ID, Name, Number 

ii. Identify the contract line items which may overrun/underrun and the 
anticipated overrun/underrun quantity and value 

iii. Detail the circumstances contributing to the overrun/underrun 
3. Jim will coordinate with Mick, Amy, Brandon and the District and coordinate with the 

Deputies for anticipated project overruns/underruns exceeding $250,000. 
a. Identifying any concerns or considerations that should be discussed further, or 
b. Authorizing the anticipated overrun/underrun 

i. Upon authorization, Jim will forward the NDOT-74 to Kerri Halstead and 
she will collect appropriate signature levels 

ii. Kerri will upload the signed document to OnBase and notify the PM, DCE, 
Controller Division, and Lorraine Legg 

 
*Total project cost listed on the NDOT-74 does not need to specifically identify individual items where the 
overrun or underrun is less than $10,000.  They can be reflected as “Miscellaneous Items” with a 
combined cost shown on the NDOT-74. 
 
**Incentive or other Contingency Payments authorized in the Contract are important to include.   These 
are usually shown on change orders near project completion, however, if the contractor is performing the 
work such that a smoothness incentive payment can be expected, then a notification of the anticipated 
payment is necessary because these are not included in the overall project cost and therefore not in the 
cash flow. 
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 Example PMBP - 99 – Material Sampling Checklist Example 
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 Example PMBP - 100 – ‘Tentative Acceptance’ Example 
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 Example PMBP - 101  – Project Completion Memo Example 
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 Example PMBP - 113  – Time Allowance Review Memo Example 
 

 
Memorandum 

DATE [Date of Review] 
 
TO [District Engineer]  
 
FROM [Project Manager] 
 
THRU [District Construction Engineer] 
 
SUBJECT Time Review 
 
Project No.(s):  [Project Number(s)]  
 
Contract No.:   [Contract Number]        Control No.(s):  [Control Number(s)] 
 
Location(s):   [Project Location] 
 
Contractor:   [Prime Contractor]       Contractor No.: [Prime Contractor Number] 
 
The following information applies to the overrun: 
 
Contract Beginning Date:  [Date]   Actual Start Date:  [Date] 
 
Notice to Proceed Date:  [Date]  Completion Date: [Date] 
 
Original Contract Amount:  [Dollar Value] 
 
Original Days Allowed:  [Days]  Working Day     Calendar Day 
 
Latest Days Allowed:  [Days] Additional Days Allowed: [Days] 
 
Days Charged:  [Days] 
 
Overrun: [Days] Days @ $[Dollar Value] per day = $[Dollar Value] Liquidated Damages. 
 
Special Provisions: 
Increase in Traffic Control Items measured by the day    will      will not   
be considered for extending the Contract Time Allowance.  Pg. [Page] 
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 Example PMBP - 113 – Time Allowance Review Memo Example (Cont’d) 
 
 
Earth Shouldering-Mainline Surf. Complete:  _________ Day Count:  _______ 
 
Shoulders Complete:  ___________ Day Count:  _________ 
 
Days Allowed:  ______          Days Used:  ________   Working Day    Calendar Day 
 
Time O.K.:  Yes    No 
 
Liquidated Damages Recommended:   Yes    No 
 
Two Week Notice:  Yes    No___________________________________    Pg. [Page] 
 
Charging of Work Days:  ________________________________________________________ 
 
Other:  _______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Liquidated Damages: 
 Liquidated Damages per   Working Day      Calendar Day 
 (See Special Provisions Pg. [Page] 
 
  (0.06 wrk) or (0.12 cal)  x  Original Contract Amount 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- =    Liquidated Damages 
       Orig. No. of Work or Cal. Days Allowed. 
 
  ________________ x __________________ 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- =    __________________ 
                      __________________   Call ________________ 
 
Earth Shouldering:  _______________________________________________________ 
 
Other:  _________________________________________________________________ 
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 Example PMBP - 113 – Time Allowance Review Memo Example (Cont’d) 
 
 
 
 
Traffic Control Items measured by the Day: 

 
 

ITEM 
CONTRACT 

AMOUNT 
 

FINAL AMOUNT 
Flagging $ $ 
Barricades, Type III $ $ 
Sign Day $ $ 
Type B High Intensity 
Warning Lights 

 
$ 

 
$ 

Barricades, Type II $ $ 
 $ $ 
 $ $ 
 $ $ 
                                            TOTAL $ $ 

 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 Overrun – Deduct                        Underrun – No Further Action 
 
Extra Work Credit: 
  None,  No CO/SA in this Contract 
 
Codes:  *  w/other work – work day charged 
   **   w/other work – no work day charged 
         CCO         Item was Current Controlling Operation 
                         E.          $Amount 
 
CO#___/SA#___ - $__________ - _____________________________________________________ 
 
CO#___/SA#___ - $__________ - _____________________________________________________ 
 
CO#___/SA#___ - $__________ - _____________________________________________________ 
 
CO#___/SA#___ - $__________ - _____________________________________________________ 
 
CO#___/SA#___ - $__________ - _____________________________________________________ 
 
CO#___/SA#___ - $__________ - _____________________________________________________ 
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 Example PMBP - 113 – Time Allowance Review Memo Example (Cont’d) 
 
    $ Amount Allowed 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- =    Additional Days Allowed 
     $ Orig. Contract ÷ No. of Orig. Days 
 
   __________________ 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- =    __________________ 
          _____________ ÷ ______________   Call ________________ 
 
Overrun of Original Contract Items: 
 
 ________________________ Final Estimate Amount 
 ________________________ Deduct-Amount Allowed for Extra Credit 
 ________________________ Deduct-Amount Not Allowed for Extra Credit 
 ________________________ Deduct-Overrun of Traffic Control (by day) 
 ________________________ Smoothness-Asphaltic Concrete (deduct incentive) – 

(add disincentive) 
 ________________________ Smoothness-Asphaltic Cement 
 ________________________ Bump Disincentive (add) 
 ________________________ Low Pay Factors (add to reflect 100%) 
 
 ________________________ Deduct Original Contract Amount 
 

 ________________________  Overrun            Underrun – (no additional time) 
 
    $ Overrun 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- =    Additional Days Allowed 
     $ Orig. Contract ÷ No. of Orig. Days 
 
   __________________ 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- =    __________________ 
          _____________ ÷ ______________   Call ________________ 
 
 
Diary Review:  See Attached Sheets 
 Additional Days Recommended from Diary Review: _____________ 
 Reason: _________________________________________________________________ 
 ________________________________________________________________________ 
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 Example PMBP - 113 – Time Allowance Review Memo Example (Cont’d) 
 
Summary: 
 Extra Work Credit – Based on Monetary Value  _________________ 
 Actual Days Charged (as per CO/SA)   _________________ 
 Actual Days Allowed (as per CO/SA)   _________________ 
 Overrun of Original Contract Items   _________________ 
 Diary Review      _________________ 
 ________________________________________   _________________ 
 ________________________________________   _________________ 
 
 Additional  
  Working    Calendar Days Recommended  _________________ 
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Example PMBP - 117 –Concurrence/Non-Concurrence Example 
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Example PMBP - 117 –Concurrence/Non-Concurrence Example (Cont’d) 
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Example PMBP - 117 – Concurrence/Non-Concurrence Example (Cont’d) 
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Example PMBP - 120 – Listing of Documents to Submit to District Reviewer 
 
Most documents listed below will already be in OnBase. Include link to document. 
 
General (updated 4/2023) 

1. Project Manager’s Letter of Transmittal  
2. PM’s Final Estimate 
3. Letter of Concurrence/Non-Concurrence to the Prime Contractor 
4. Change Order/Supplemental Agreements  (If a major Items exceeds 25%+/-, it will need 

to be on a Change Order) List Each Separately and General Content 
5. As Built Plans  
6. Project Manager’s Working Day Review 
7. Materials Review Letter 
8. Project Sign Letter (Either saying all Signs were Returned, or Detailing Signs not 

Returned) 
9. FCAC Field Lab/Office Compliance Form 
10. NDOT Form 84 – Record Of Contractor’s Payrolls Received (For each Contractor) 
11. NDOT Form88 – Work Orders 
12. NDOT Form 91 – Notice of Project Completion 
13. NDOT Form 101 – Truck Capacity Computations (For any Material requiring a 

Conversion Factor) 
14. NDOT Form 147A – Stock Returned for Credit 
15. NDOT Form 181 – Project Manager’s Letter of Certification 
16. NDOT Form 204 – Weekly Force Account Statement 
17. NDOT Form 232 – Final Status Material and Site Release 
18. NDOT Form 298 – Monthly Training Reports 
19. FCAC – Traffic Workbook 
20. Summary of Scale Weights (FCAC Spreadsheet) 
21. Computer Computation Sheets 
22. Shape Area Computation Sheets 
23. Sketches on Cross-Section Paper (For complicated Projects) 
24. Letter of Sub-Contractor Approval 
25. Letter of Final Payroll Received  
26. NDOT Form WH-348 - Statement of Compliance (Federal Projects Only) 
27. Form 1140 – Additional Classifications and Wage Rates 
28. Contractor’s EEO Compliance Report (Federal Projects Only) 
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Example PMBP - 120 – Listing of Documents to Submit to District Reviewer (Cont’d) 
 
 

Grading 
29. Cross-Sections (Borrow) 
30. Crop Damage Calculations. 

 
Culverts 
31. Culvert Horse-Blanket (FCAC Spreadsheet) 

 
Bridges 
32. NDOT Form 97 – Pile Record (One for Each Pile Grouping) 
33. Delivery Tickets(Materials used on Bridge Deck Overlays) 
34. Bridge Deck Survey (Scaled Drawing showing Repair Areas) 

 
Lighting 
35. Separate Lighting “As Built Plans” 

 
Asphalt/Concrete Paving 
36. NDOT Form 196 – Transfer of Asphaltic Materials 
37. NDOT Form 264 – Field Gradation Test of Gravel 
38. NDOT Form 295 – Summary and Location of Intersections and Driveways 
39. Shipping Record/Tickets of Asphaltic Oils (Specific Gravity, Temp, Dates, ETC.) 
40. Daily Asphalt Plant Temperature Charts 
41. AC Tank Volume Charts 
42. Profile-O-Graph Reports 
43. Incentive/Dis-Incentive Computation Sheet 
44. Letters of Deduction (From the Construction Division) 
45. Super-Pave Test Results and Computations 
46. RAP Incentive/Dis-Incentive Computations 

 
Environmental 
47. SWPPP Book 
48. Seed Tickets  
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Example PMBP - 120A – Letter of Transmittal of Final Records –  
      PM to District Reviewer Example 
 
  
Date  [Date of Letter] 
 
To  [District Finals Reviewer] 
  [Your District] Final Reviewer 
 
From  [Your Name] 

[Your Title] 
 
Thru  [District Engineer] 
  District Engineer 
  [Your District] 
 
Subject  Transmittal of Final Records 
  [Project Number] 
  [Project Name] 
  [Control Number(s)] 

[Contractor Name] 
[Completion Date] 
[Observation Period (If Applicable)] 

 

 This is to inform you that the following records/final computations for Project [Project 
Number], groups [List all Applicable Groups], have been uploaded into OnBase under Control 
Number [Control Number(s)].  This work was completed by [Contractor Name], under their contract 
dated [Contract Date]. 
 
 The documentation for the following Items can be found via: 
Document Type Group -  NDOT District Construction 
Document Type -   NDOT DIST Pay Items 
NDOT Global Contract ID - [Contract Number] 
NDOT Global Finals Document -  YES 
 
 List all of the Items and NDOT Global Description.  (See 2017 Final Review Manual, page 9, for 
examples of records to be included) 
 

 The documentation for the following Items can be found via: 
Document Type Group -  NDOT Final Review Documents 
Document Type -   [Select Appropriate Group] 
NDOT Global Contract ID - [Contract Number] 
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Example PMBP - 120A – Letter of Transmittal of Final Records –  
     PM to District Reviewer Example (Cont’d) 
 
 
NDOT Global Finals Document -  YES 
 
 List all of the documents.  (See 2017 Final Review Manual, page 10, for examples of records to 
be included) 
 
  

Please note: 
 
The following Plan Item Numbers have a final quantity of 0.00. 

 
 List all of the Items.  (These would be either Items that were eliminated by COSA, or 
Items that were never used) 
 

The following COSA Item Numbers have a final quantity of 1.00 Lump Sum. 
 
 List all of the Items.  (These would be either Items created via COSA, and would have 
no computations) 
 
 
Project Manager’s Working Day Review: 

 
The original working days allowed were - XXX.   
Total charged days - XXX 
  
[Contractor Name] and their Sub-Contractors completed all work within the allotted 
calendar days. 

Your Name 
Your Title 
Your Contact Information 
Include your e-mail 
 
Xc: OnBase 
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Example PMBP - 120B – Letter of Transmittal of SWPPP Documents –  
    PM to District Environmental Officer Example 
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Example PMBP – 125 – Request for Initial In-Service Bridge Inspection - Email Example 
 

 
 

From: Project Manager 
To: Babrak Niazi 
Subject: In-service bridge inspection 

 
Structure Number:    
 

Project Number:    
Location:    
 

Type of Improvement (New, Rehab, 
Redeck, etc.): 

   

Date of Return to Service (Opened to 
Traffic): 

   

Project 
Manager’s Name 
and Cell Number: 

   

 

Maintenance Supervisor’s 
Name and Cell Number: 
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Locations where Project Managers can look for Documents -                 
 May need to use Control Number, not Contract Number 

DocType Sub-Heading Description 
NDOT AGR Agreement 
Executed     

NDOT CNST Comp File   
Basic Pre-construction 
Computations and draft Special 
Provisions 

NDOT CNST 
Construction Directives     

NDOT CNST Shop 
Drawings     

NDOT CNST Change 
Order   Also available through Reporting 

Portal when complete. 
NDOT CNST Contract 
Correspondence   Sub-contracts - FHWA 

NDOT CNST Contract 
Files   

Agreement Estimates - Notice to 
Proceed - Working Day 
Computations - Misc. Quantities 

NDOT CNST Contractor 
Site Approval     

NDOT CNST 
Contractor's Bid     

NDOT CNST Contracts   Original Contracts and Addendums 
NDOT CNST Diesel Fuel 
Price History     

NDOT CNST Division 
Manuals     

NDOT CNST Earthwork 
Computations     

NDOT HWY As Built   Plans 
NDOT HWY 
Construction   Plans 

NDOT HWY Letting   Plans 
NDOT HWY Regular   Plans 
NDOT MAT Approved 
Products List (APL)     

NDOT MAT Contract 
Material Acceptance 
Documentation 

  Buy America Certification 

  Item Certifications With Sample ID 

NDOT MAT GEOTECH 
Hammer Approvals     

NDOT PD Green Sheet     
NDOT RD PIH Plan In 
Hand Final   PIH Reports 
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NDOT RD Plan-In-Hand 
Plans   PIH Plans 

NDOT ROW 
Negotiations Payment 
Packet 

  Call Reports 

      
Locations where Project Managers can up-load to -- Active Project -- 

DocType Sub-Heading Description 

NDOT CNST Change 
Order Attachments   

Documentation from PM that 
needs to included in a COSA , I.e. 
adding specific specifications, 
modifying existing language 

NDOT CNST Shop 
Drawing/ RFI  Shop Drawings and Request for 

Information 

NDOT Civil Rights  
DBE Forms 

OJT Documents 

NDOT DIST Change 
Order - Supporting 
Docs 

No Sub-Heading 

Change Order Documents 
PMBP - 72 - Work Order (NDOT 
188) 
PMBP - 72B - Force Account 
Agreement (NDOT 58) 
PMBP - 72C - Equipment Watch 
Data Sheets (From Construction 
Division) 
PMBP - 72D - Weekly Force 
Account Statement (NDOT 204) 
Change Order Environmental 
Review Form (NDOT 194) 
Other Misc. Documents 

NDOT DIST Contract 
Correspondence No Sub-Heading 

PMBP - 7A - Note to Designer - 
Plan Review 
PMBP - 58 - New Project 
Information Form 
PMBP - 61 - PM Letter to Police  
(FCAC) 
                  PM Letter to Senator 
(FCAC) 
PMBP - 62 - PM Letter to Sheriff 
(FCAC) 
PMBP - 63 - PM Letter to State 
Patrol (FCAC) 
PMBP - 64 - Road Restrictions for 
Permitted Loads 
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PMBP - 52 - Mailbox Re-location 
Letter (FCAC) 
PMBP - 79 - Cost 
Overrun/Underrun Notification 
(NDOT 74) 
PMBP - 125 - Request for Initial 
In-Service Bridge Inspection Email 
Emails 
Contractor Suppliers List 
Contractor/Landowner 
Agreements 
Misc. Correspondence 

DBE 
PMBP - 74A - NDOT 
Commercially Useful Function 
Review (CUF)  (NDOT136) 

Incentive/Disincentive                                
(Also See NDOT DIST                  
Pay Items) 

Profile Logs - Smoothness 
Incentive/Dis-Incentive 
Calculations 
SuperPave Asphalt Incentive 
Computations 
Liquidated Damage Computations 
- Milestones 

  

PMBP - 31 - Pre-Construction 
Information Request - Letter to 
Contractor 
PMBP - 21 - Materials Required 
Document List 
                   PreCon Sign-In 
Sheet (FCAC) (NDOT 148) 
PMBP - 28 - Transmittal of Draft 
PreCon Minutes - Letter 
PMBP - 54 - Transmittal of 
PreCon Minutes - Letter 
PMBP - 54A - Cover Sheet for 
Pre-Construction Meeting Minutes 
PMBP - 54B - Actual Pre-
Construction Meetings 
PMBP - 77 - Weekly Planning 
Meeting Minutes 
PMBP -77A- Bridge Pre-Pour 
Meeting 
Misc. Project Meeting Minutes 

Order List 

PMBP - 25 - Culvert Order List 
                  ROW Marker Order 
List 
                  Seed Order List 
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Press Release 
PMBP - 13 - Press Release 
PMBP - 14 - Press Release 

NDOT DIST 
Environmental No Sub-Heading 

PMBP - 47 - SWPPP Posting 
PMBP - 48 - Status of 
Environmental Commitments 
(Green Sheets) 
PMBP - 76 - Borrow Pit Approval 
Letter 
PMBP - 76A - Letter from DEQ to 
Contractor "Discharge Permit"  
Temporary Erosion Control Plan 
Spill Prevention and Control Plan 
Project Seeding Record DR-61 
MBTA Documents 
Inspection Reports - Otter - Eagle 
- Bat - Other 

NDOT DIST Labor 
Compliance 

Contract Payroll Contractor Payrolls - Actual 
Submitted by Contractor 

Labor Compliance Interviews Labor Compliance Interviews 
(NDOT 98) 

Record of Payrolls Received Payrolls Received (NDOT 84) 

NDOT DIST LPA 
Checklist No Sub-Heading   

NDOT DIST Media 
Content 

Audio Pre-Construction Meeting Audio 
Pictures Project Photos 
Videos Project Videos 

DocType Sub-Heading Description 

NDOT DIST Pay Items 

Bill of Lading   

Certification/Calibration 

APL Certifications & 
Documentation 
Item Certifications Without 
Sample ID 

Field Measured   

Incentive/Disincentive                   
(Also See NDOT DIST Contract 
Correspondence) 

Profile Logs - Smoothness 
Incentive/Dis-Incentive 
Calculations 
SuperPave Asphalt Incentive 
Computations 
Liquidated Damage Computations 
- Milestones 

Invoice for Stockpile 
PMBP - 75 - StockPile 
Computations 
Stockpile Invoices 

Purchase Order   
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Receipt   

Spreadsheets 

Quantity Final Spreadsheets - PDF 
Water Haul (NDOT 3) 
Force Account Agreement (NDOT 
58) 
Truck Capacity Computations 
(NDOT 101) 

NDOT DIST Pre-Letting 
Correspondence 

Claims/Protests   
DBE   

Incentive/Disincentive   

Meeting PIH Plans 
Order List   
Press Release   

NDOT DIST Project 
Schedule No Sub-Heading 

Contractor Critical Path Schedule 
PMBP - 55 - Letter to Contractor 
- Receipt of Schedule 

NDOT DIST ROW   Letters to Landowners dealing 
with ROW 

NDOT DIST Traffic 
Control 

No Sub-Heading 

PMBP - 17 - Traffic Control Plans 
Submittal Letter 
PMBP - 60 - Speed 
Authorizations (NDOT 44) 
                  Sign Order Forms 
(NDOT 120) 
PMBP - 81 - Speed Zone Logs  
(NDOT 471) 

NDOT502 - Construction Signs 
and Posts 

PMBP - 18 - DR-502 Furnished 
                  DR-502 Returned 

Traffic Control Managers 
Reports (TCM) 

Traffic Control Management 
Documents (NDOT 291) 

Traffic Control Plans (TCP) Traffic Control Plan 

      
Locations where Project Managers can Up-Load to -- Final Process -- 

DocType Sub-Heading Description 
NDOT FR Certification 
By Project Manager - 
NDOT181 

  Letter of Certification by Project 
Manager (NDOT 181) 

NDOT FR 
Concurrence/Non-
Concurrence Letter 

  PMBP - 117 - Concurrence/Non-
Concurrence Letter (FCAC) 
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NDOT FR Contract 
Completion Notification 
E-Mail 

    

NDOT FR Contract 
Deficiency Notification 
Letter 

E-Verify Deficiency Notification 
NDOT 441 Deficiency Notification 
NDOT 442 Deficiency Notification 
Payrolls Deficiency Notification 

Unemployment Insurance UI-16 Deficiency Notification 

NDOT FR Contract 
Time Extension    Contract Time Extension 

Document 
NDOT FR 
Contract/Project 
Completion - NDOT91 

  Notification of Project Completion 
(NDOT 91) 

NDOT FR Contractor 
Option Site 
Concurrence Letter 

    

NDOT FR Deduction 
Letter 

  Deduction Letters 
  Low Strength - Thickness 
  Sign Deduction Letters 

NDOT FR District 
Reviewer Final Records 
Transmittal Letter 

    

NDOT FR District 
Reviewer Final Review 
Summary Letter 

    

NDOT FR E-Verify 
Certification   E-Verify Certification 

NDOT FR Field Lab 
Compliance Report   Field Lab Certification (FCAC) 

NDOT FR Field Office 
Compliance Report   Field Office Certification (FCAC) 

NDOT FR Hwy As Built 
- Preparation     

NDOT FR Internal Time 
Extension Document     

NDOT FR Last Payroll 
Received Date Letter   Last Payroll Received Letter 

NDOT FR Letter Of 
Certification by State 
Engineer 

    

NDOT FR LPA 
Cert/Closeout 
NDOT299 
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NDOT FR Material Pit 
Contract Release - 
NDOT348 

    

NDOT FR Option Sites 
Final Status Report - 
NDOT232 

    

NDOT FR PM Contract 
Completion Notification 
to DE 

  PMBP - 101- PM Contract 
Completion Notification  

                     PM Tentative 
Acceptance Memo 

NDOT FR Project 
Completion Information 
- NDOT330 

    

NDOT FR Project 
Project Data Sheet     

NDOT FR Project 
Manager Final Records 
Transmittal Letter 

  PMBP - 120A - PM Final Records 
Transmittal Letter   

  PMBP - 120B - PM Final Records 
Transmittal Letter - SWPPP 

NDOT FR Project 
Manager's Time Review   PMBP - 113 

NDOT FR ROW Option 
Pit Letter     

NDOT FR Royalty 
Confirmation Letter     

NDOT FR Stock 
Returned for Credit 
Forms 

    

NDOT FR Tentative 
Final Acceptance Letter   PMBP - 100 - Tentative Final 

Acceptance Letter (District HQ) 
NDOT FR Tentative 
Partial Acceptance 
Letter 

    

NDOT FR Time 
Extension Letter - 
Contractor 

  Time Extension Letter to 
Contractor 

NDOT FR Time 
Extension Letter - 
FHWA 

  Time Extension Letter to FHWA 

NDOT FR Transfer of 
Asphaltic Materials   Transfer of Asphaltic Materials 

(NDOT 193) 
NDOT FR Transmittal - 
LCO     

NDOT FR 
Unemployment 
Insurance UI-16 
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